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ABSTRACT
This master thesis investigates the possibilities of using Suffix Tree Clustering (STC) algorithm to
clustering search results in the Polish language as obtained from Web search engines. This work
indicates possible problems arising when documents in language of complex inflection and syntax are
being clustered. We also share the results of our observations and experiments about the influence of
STC thresholds on the number of created clusters.
A prototype clustering system, named Carrot, has been created in order to address and evaluate
solutions to the problems mentioned above, and is made available in source code to allow further
experiments by other researchers.
An important part of this thesis is devoted to the development of a quasi-stemmer of the Polish
language. A large text corpus has been collected and analyzed for the purpose of building the quasistemmer. The corpus itself has also become a valuable outcome of this thesis.
To the best of our knowledge Carrot is the first implementation of a post-processing clustering engine
oriented toward the Polish language. It also contains the Polish quasi-stemmer, which is the only such
solution currently available free of charge.

STRESZCZENIE
Niniejsza praca magisterska bada możliwości zastosowania algorytmu analizy skupień
wykorzystującego drzewa sufiksowe (STC, Suffix Tree Clustering), do grupowania polsko
i anglojęzycznych wyników zapytań do internetowych serwisów przeszukujących. Wskazano problemy
powstające, gdy algorytm STC uruchamia się na tekstach w języku o bogatej składni i fleksji.
System grupujący Carrot, który został napisany specjalnie na potrzeby tej pracy, stanowi praktyczną
weryfikację postawionych przez nas hipotez i ich rozwiązań. Kod źródłowy systemu jest opublikowany,
aby umożliwić dalsze eksperymenty innym badaczom.
Znacząca część tej pracy poświęcona jest zbudowaniu quasi-lematyzatora dla języka polskiego;
utworzono duży zbiór tekstów i zanalizowano go pod wieloma kątami, aby w efekcie zbudować ten
prosty w użyciu i budowie algorytm umożliwiający sprawdzenie z dużym prawdopodobieństwem, czy
dwa słowa są formami fleksyjnymi jednego tematu.
Ze stanu posiadanej przez nas wiedzy wynika, iż Carrot jest pierwszym systemem grupującym wyniki
z serwisów przeszukujących, jaki powstał dla języka polskiego. Także quasi-lematyzator, który nasz
system zawiera jest jedynym, który jest dostępny za darmo.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
- Do you know where the keys are?
- I put them in the jar.
- But where can I find them?
- Still there, I just don’t know where the jar is.

The quotation above comes from one of the lower-than-average sitcoms. Funny as it may
seem, its authors touched a very interesting point of today’s reality – inability to find the
information one is looking for. The larger the scale, the bigger the problem – try to imagine
being in a library with no index of its book collection. How would you start looking for
your favorite work of Oscar Wild? Find the author’s shelf first? Look up the section of the
library where books of that genre are located? Or maybe simply go and ask the librarian
for help? One can imagine difficulties in such imaginary library and the amount of time –
the most precious resource – that would have to be spent there. And now picture changing
the scale to thousands of thousand of such libraries – the Internet itself... Finding a shelf or
even a section, related to our interesting book, would be a great success.
The growth of the Internet and the increasing ease of access to its resources have
probably gone beyond the most daring visions of its creators. Lawrence and Giles give an
excellent summary:
“The revolution that the Web has brought to information access is not so much
due to the availability of information (huge amounts of information has long been
available in libraries and elsewhere), but rather the increased efficiency of accessing
information, which can make previously impractical tasks practical.” [Lawrence and
Giles, 99]
Unfortunately, what was to become the advantage of the Internet – easy and fast access to
unlimited resources of information – became an illusion. Like aptly noticed in [Zamir and
Etzioni, 99], the Internet is an “unorganized, unstructured and decentralized place”.
Moreover, that Big Mess is still getting more confusing at a terrifying speed – [Lawrence
and Giles, 99] gives an estimation of the size of the Web to be 800 million pages, while the
recent Google [Google, 01] information tells it has indexed over 1.35 billion pages.
Introduction of the
Web Search Problem

Scientists quickly realized that searching for information in the Internet requires
guidance and shifted the well-known Information Retrieval Problem: given a set of
documents and a query, determine the subset of documents relevant to the query, to the Web
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environment, creating the Web Search Problem [Salberg, 99]: How can a user find all
relevant information about a topic that exists on the Web? Business people sniffed their profit
here and from research projects search engines have grown to the biggest (and very often
the richest) companies on the IT market, with Yahoo [Yahoo, 01] being the most
remarkable example.
All of those search engines, including the “top” ones: Altavista [Altavista, 01],
Google [Google, 01] or Yahoo [Yahoo, 01] are based on the same query-list paradigm. The
user types a list of words (often with logical operators before each of them), and the
system returns a ranked list of documents, which matches that query. What often varies
between those services are the list-sorting algorithms, being anything from simple
coverage of query terms in the document, to advanced graph analyses [Google, 01],
however the result presentation scheme is always similar – a list of (sometimes...) relevant
documents. This approach is not bad when the user can refine his query to narrow the
search space, however it is proven that most Internet users use short, generic queries of 1-3
words [Bharat and Henzinger, 98], which usually produce millions of matching documents
in the result list. Often unable to properly refine the query, users give up the searching
process completely.
Designers of search engines have been struggling with the above problem for years
with better or worse results – numerous methods for improving the quality of the ranked
list presentation have been proposed, from simple filtering [Shakes et al., 97] or pruning
[Salberg and Etzioni, 95] techniques to complex algorithms employing Artificial
Intelligence [Moukas and Maes, 98] [Pankau et al., 99]. Yet, what was clearly visible, users
still needed something more understandable. Yahoo [Yahoo, 01] was the first service to
provide human-made directory of the Web. The reign of the ranked-list presentation was
finally diminished – till the end of 1998, 60% of users used this form of locating web pages
(however still 85% of all of them declared to be also using ranked-list engines) [Kehoe and
Pitkow, 99]. However due to the rapidly growing and unstable characteristic of the Web
[Bharat and Henzinger, 98] [Charikar et al., 97], such directories very often point to
outdated, even not existing documents. Automatic classification of new resources [Pankau
et al., 99] [Northern, 01] does not always give the correct results, leading to even bigger
confusion when the user discovers a document assigned to a category it has nothing in
common with.
Introduction of
the Cluster
Hypothesis

Clustering is an attempt to merge the quality and user-friendliness of directories
with the so popular ranked list presentation (which users are familiar and comfortable
with). From the so-called cluster hypothesis [Rijsbergen, 79], stating that similar
documents will tend to be relevant to the same queries, we can deduce that when applied
to a ranked list, clustering would form groups of documents with similar features (and
possibly about corresponding subjects). By clustering the results, we increase their
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readability by showing thematic groups, instead of a mixture of documents on all possible
subjects matching the query.
Clustering has a long history in computing science and there are many algorithms
for performing this task on numerical data [Charikar et al., 97] [Rasmussen, 92]. However,
application of clustering techniques to the Web is fairly new and requires specific features
like incremental processing, speed, quality, and easily interpretable results [Zamir and
Etzioni, 98b] [Zamir, 99].
A number of successful attempts were already made to create a clustering engine for
Web search results. Grouper [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] [Grouper, 01], developed at
Washington University, introduces a brand new algorithm, called Suffix Tree Clustering
(STC). Another proposal, Vivisimo [Vivisimo, 01a], does not reveal the techniques used for
clustering, but has a very interesting user interface, capable of displaying a hierarchy of
clusters found. Still, both of these have one drawback – they are designed to cluster
documents in one language only - English. It is amazing that at the beginning of the twenty
first century, for people not speaking that language Internet is, despite its seemingly
bottomless resources, no more useful than a Chinese book on how to build ships would be
to Robinson Crusoe...
This thesis tries to fill the gap mentioned above - we implemented and evaluated
a clustering engine working for English and Polish search results. Despite being based on
previous work on the subject [Boley et al., 99] [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] [Charikar et al., 97],
Carrot is to our best knowledge the first system to introduce clustering for a language
different than English. This paper attempts to point out difficulties and problems in
applying STC algorithm to languages of irregular inflection and syntax, also proposing
solutions to those problems.
During the work on porting clustering algorithms to Polish, we discovered that
there were no free stemming algorithms available for our native language (commercial
ones existed but were expensive). This became the second element of novelty – a very
simple (yet working) Polish quasi-stemming algorithm was written, which we suppose is
the only one available for free.

1.1 THE GOAL AND SCOPE OF WORK
Place of this
work in the
domain of
computer science

This work deals with a fairly new sub-field of Information Retrieval, which focuses on
analyzing the Internet and its contents – Web Mining. While utilizing a great deal of
formerly known techniques, Web Mining, due to its specific environment, requires new
classes of algorithms, where speed and incremental processing are the key features. These
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algorithms often combine knowledge from many, seemingly separate, domains (for
instance Suffix Tree Clustering is an application of well-known text-processing data
structure in an entirely new field).
The new domain is also user-centered, in that almost all classes of algorithms, and all
efforts put into the creation of them, have one common thought in mind: to provide
valuable information to the user. Moreover, the user in mind is an ordinary mortal, maybe
not knowing and not caring about the complexity of methods used, only judging the
profitability of their results. To fulfill these requirements, Web Mining closely cooperates
with Human-Computer Interaction, and often psychology.
Main goals

This thesis was supposed to address a number of issues, which are listed below:
a) Empirical evaluation of applicability of Web document clustering to Polish
language.
A practical verification of applicability of the most recent works in Web clustering –
mainly STC algorithm [Zamir and Etzioni, 98b] - to languages with inflection and
syntax more complex than that of English. The difficulties and differences, along
with proposed solutions or mitigation plans should be proposed.
b) Build an open-source clustering system, which can form a basis for further work.
None of the clustering systems described in literature is in public domain. Therefore
in order to have a test-bed for experiments, a clustering system had to be written.
When the system named Carrot has been finished, we decided to make it available
as open source, to make it possible for other researchers to enhance, or change its
functionality.
As it later turned out, there had also been a hidden goal waiting to be revealed: to form
a corpus of Polish texts and extract the information needed to build a simple quasistemming algorithm. We decided to add this to the main goals because of the remarkable
size of research it took to collect that information.
c) Create Polish text corpus, analyze it and build a simple quasi-stemmer for the
Polish language.
This goal would not actually be needed if there were a single Polish stemmer
available for free. Surprisingly, since the beginning of the information era, Poles
have built only a small number of stemmers, and keep all of them greedily behind
commercial charges. We continue this subject in chapter 3.1.4.
This thesis includes the experimental sample results obtained from Carrot and an analysis
of a small user evaluation study, which we conducted just before the thesis defense, which
put an end to the first stage of this project.
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1.2 THESIS STRUCTURE OVERVIEW
The remaining part of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we give a fairly
comprehensive overview of Web search process’ stages, with an emphasis put on Web
Mining as a new branch of Information Retrieval. Then we proceed with a short outline of
different types of suffix trees and their construction algorithms. The comprehension of
how suffix trees are built is required for the description of Suffix Tree Clustering
algorithm, also introduced in this chapter. Finally, we point out several differences and
pitfalls in clustering textual objects as compared to numerical data.
In chapter 3 we ask several questions, regarding application of STC to Polish and
languages of complex syntax in general. We also outline the mitigations of those problems
applied in Carrot, a prototype clustering engine written as part of this thesis. Further
section of chapter 3 is devoted to a discussion on the design and practical implementation
of a simple quasi-stemmer for Polish. We also list some interesting analyses from the
acquired large corpus of texts in Polish.
Chapter 4 presents Carrot – the clustering system for search results in Polish and
English. Design choices and elements of user interface are discussed, along with our
remarks and differences between Carrot and Grouper – our model system developed at
University of Washington [Zamir and Etzioni, 99].
In chapter 5 we present some clustering results produced by Carrot and a summary
of an online evaluation form.
Chapter 6 ends this thesis with conclusions and directions for further work.
Accompanying this document, there should be a CD-ROM with the development
version of Carrot, runtime libraries, results of experiments and all other resources,
including papers listed in bibliography.

1.3 LAYOUT CONVENTIONS
I believe in the statement that what is at least equally important to the information is its
presentation. When writing bachelor thesis [Pankau et al., 99], a graphical layout was
developed, which we found clear, consistent and pleasant to read. My hope would be for
the Reader to find it equally appealing.
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The design of this thesis takes a great deal from the printed publications of big
companies like Oracle1 or Adobe. Especially Adobe is a good example to watch and follow
because of their, many times awarded, desktop publishing programs and long experience
of designing user-interfaces and graphical layouts.
Character formatting within the text is used to emphasize special meaning of a word
or phrase. Italicization will denote words or phrases of particular importance within their
surrounding context - things the Reader should put special attention to. They are also used
to put special emphasis on a word. For newly defined terms or definitions bold text will be
used.
An example of
important
section starting
in this paragraph

Margin comments, like the one to the left, allow better and faster scanning through
the contents of a document. Bold style indicates important ideas, corresponding to a subblock of a chapter, while italicized regular weight font simply marks some interesting
issue or idea.
Numbering of all figures in this thesis follows a defined algorithm. A number of
a figure always occurs in the margin section, for instance “Figure 2.3-1”. A reference to
a figure is always created from the number of the chapter in which it is placed, followed by
the number of figures occurring earlier in that chapter. Therefore the second table in
chapter 3.2 would be referenced as “3.2-2”.
Citations and references to other articles, books and Web resources are denoted by
a square bracket with alphanumeric reference to an entry in bibliography listed at the end
of this work. The reference is usually built by concatenating first letters of paper’s authors
with the year of issue, e.g. Cormen, Leiserson, Rivest, “Introduction to Algorithms”, 1990,
would be referenced as [Cormen et al., 90].

1

All other product and brand names mentioned in this paper may be trademarks of their
respective companies and are hereby acknowledged.
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Chapter 2

THE BACKGROUND
This chapter introduces the background knowledge required in further parts of this paper.
It starts with the basic explanation of how search services work, giving a comprehensive
survey of the most popular services and techniques used by them for search results
presentation. Then we proceed to an interesting data structure - suffix trees, briefly
explaining what they are and how to construct them in linear time and space. The
comprehension of how suffix trees are built is required for the phrase-based clustering
algorithms introduced in chapter 2.3.4 on page 37. Also, several interesting issues
concerning implementation and performance tuning of suffix trees are outlined.
The last part of this chapter introduces classification of clustering algorithms, with
strong emphasis put on Web mining algorithms - so much different in assumptions and
goals from the classical methods. Finally, we shortly describe Suffix Tree Clustering (STC)
as a representative novel approach to clustering in Information Retrieval, used for
grouping search results and documents based on recurring frequent phrases.

2.1 WHAT ARE SEARCH SERVICES?
A search service, also called a search engine, is usually a processing unit2, whose
resources are accessible via HTTP3 protocol (a set of HTML4 pages). In response to a query
(list of keywords identifying the information the user is looking for), the service sends back
some summarized information on where to look for further details regarding that query’s
2

3
4

Processing unit is a very general description, because search service’s back-end can be anything
from a desktop computer to a farm of mainframe stations – this information is usually hidden
from the final user.
HTTP, HyperText Transfer Protocol
HTML, HyperText Markup Language
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subject. This information is most often represented as a set of hyperlinks to other Web
resources (usually HTML pages).
The use of almost any kind of a search service employs several phases, depicted in
figure 2.1-1. In our simple scheme a human being is both the producer and the consumer
of information - just like it has always been with books or newspapers – somebody wrote
it, somebody read it. This situation has changed recently since new types of Internet
resources were made available. Pages with automatically generated contents, like stockmarket updates, music charts, newsgroups or even adaptive sites (capable of adjusting their
appearance to user preferences and past behavior) – all of these accelerate the growth of
global information pool at a factor of magnitude faster than before.
Figure 2.1-1
Typical search service
operation scenario

We are no longer able to control the amount or structure of the information in the
Internet. The dynamic, chaotic, unstructured, often nonsense content of the Web requires
additional tools to allow facilitation of the search process. Search engines have two
primary roles to fulfill: capture the state of the Internet at some point of time and provide
help for a human being to find the information he or she is looking for. Sometimes we
would also like the search service to attempt to structure and organize the captured state
of the Web.
Meta search engines

Some time ago it became apparent that even Web search engines require searching
capabilities themselves! Too many search services were created, a number of them profiled
to look for specific types of information only. Examples of such “specialty search” services
include Citeseer [Citeseer, 01] - a scientific articles searcher, FTP-Lycos [FtpLycos, 01],
which indexes files on FTP (file transfer protocol) servers or Moreover [Moreover, 01] –
collecting only the freshest articles from newspapers. Due to the fast growth of the Internet
(estimated to be 25 millions pages per month in 1998 [Bharat and Broder, 98]), an ordinary
Web user is yet again lost, this time in the abundance of searching capabilities… As
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noticed by Eric Salberg: “no single Web search service can provide all the germane [to the query]
information, [but] perhaps multiple Web search services can” [Salberg, 99]. Following this idea,
the so-called meta-search engines were created (Ixquick [Ixquick, 01], Dogpile [Dogpile,
01], Metacrawler [Metacrawler, 01], Mamma [Mamma, 01]). These services broadcast
user’s query to many other search engines and display aggregated results (usually pruned
from duplicates), thus creating yet another bridge between users and information.
Figure 2.1-2
Mamma meta-search
engine combines
several popular
services

2.1.1 CRAWLING THE WEB
Web discovery
problem and
coherence
problem

The Web discovery problem [Salberg, 99] is defined by the question: How can all Web pages
be located? In general, search services cannot count on external stimuli when new pages are
added to the Internet, hence they must progressively discover those new pages and add
them to service’s database. Pages are also taken down or are updated, so the mirrored state
of the Internet must be periodically refreshed (what is also known as the Coherence
Problem [Salberg, 99]).
First attempts to collect references to the entire Web were based on using collective
user stories, where history of visited pages was once in a while sent to a central repository
for indexing. The assumption was that if every page were visited at least once (by its
author let us say), the central repository would contain full index of all of them. This
approach fails because users often don not like sharing their bookmarks and navigation
history (for privacy or legal reasons). Alternatives of user stories are given in literature,
such as when the servers, on which pages reside, broadcast information about their
resources or send them to some central repository [Schwartz et al., 94]. Nonetheless these
models are not reflected in today’s Internet due to their impractical assumptions.
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Crawlers, robots and
spiders

Specialized software agents were written in order to solve both the coherence and
Web discovery problems. These programs, usually named crawlers, robots or spiders,
traverse the graph of hypertext links, which are part of HTML, and provide new documents
for indexing services. A simple algorithm of a Web spider could look like below:

Figure 2.1.1-1
Simple algorithm of
a Web-spider, source:
[Salberg, 99]

SPIDER(URL_pool url_pool, Document index) {
while (url_pool not empty) {
url = pick URL from url_pool
doc = download url
new_urls = extract URLs from doc
index (url,doc) in search engine's database
for each u in new_urls
if (u not in indexed_urls)
add u to url_pool
}
}

It is obvious, that crawlers are characterized by their robot-like behavior: traversing
from page to page, except for the hyperlinks, they completely ignore the remaining content
of the analyzed page. More intelligent systems utilize Artificial Intelligence techniques,
where, for instance, crawlers interact and together with the environment create multiagent
cooperative systems. Amalthea [Moukas and Maes, 98] is an example of such a project,
where a user provides feedback to a set of agents. These agents are born, evolve or die
according to the usability of information they found, where that usability can be measured
without the knowledge of the user (time spent reading an article), or with his explicit
feedback – ranking chart or anything alike.
It must be stated that even though very interesting, such complex systems are not in
commercial use to date.

2.1.2 STORING THE INFORMATION
Estimated size of the
Web

The Internet is without a doubt an immense source of data. Let us assume an average
document (HTML page or any other indexable element) is only 4kB. Taking Google’s
1.3 billion indexed documents, the Web would be at least the size of 20 terabytes. This
figure has to be multiplied if we realize that search engines cover only a slice of the entire
Web (around one third according to the study by Lawrence and Giles [Lawrence and
Giles, 99]) – for instance TREC’s5 VLC2 database, constructed from Web documents, is
100TB [WAR, 01]. Of course the index created from those documents must occupy extra
space and not preserving the indexed objects is an option, however ability to always
display the source document counts as a great advantage, even if it comes from the
service’s cache. This was proven when Google introduced such feature and it was
immediately and enthusiastically accepted by Internet community [CNet, 01].
5

TREC, Text REtrieval Conference, 2000, http://trec.nist.gov
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These massive amounts of data require appropriate techniques of storage, which
must allow efficient searching through them [Florescu at al., 98]. Distributed databases,
server farms (Google is over 1000 computers in a network), data compression – these touch
just the tip of the iceberg of problems related with maintenance of search services’ backend and a lot of intellectual power has been employed to deal with the above problems.
Expense of data
storage and
maintenance

Finding ways for storing data is one issue and finding the funds for that is another.
Not a long time ago, the - beloved by many - newsgroups service Deja was closed and sold
to Google. All of the newsgroups archives (which date back to 1995 in case of Deja and
over 20 years back in general) hence became the sole property of a commercial
organization. This raises two issues – one is that a private company has control and legal
rights to the intellectual heritage of numerous people dispersed around the world. Many
of them object to this fact and demand Deja’s archives to become part of U.S. Library of
Congress resources. The second issue is that Deja came to an end because of inability to
provide funds for investments, marketing and hardware required to maintain the archive Google is able to address all these with its dynamic growth, premium technology and nothing hidden - money. The beta version of Deja’s archives, with Google’s interface and
back-end engine is available at http://groups.google.com.
The question can be asked whether the Internet, originally thought of as
a distributed database and reliable access to that database, under the community’s pressure
for speed and efficiency (and inevitable Web’s commercialization) will become just the
access to centralized archives (which is in fact what we tried to escape from)… One thing
can be certainly said about the world of search-services: over the past couple of years they
have become serious business and amateurs, even compelling, have little chance of
competing…

2.1.3 QUERYING THE WEB
“Me want a foods” or
the clumsy language
of Web queries

The primary objective for querying the Web is of course to find resources, which contain
the information the user is looking for (the Web Search Problem). The task is not trivial as
the search space is enormous and the constraints for bounding it in order to find accurate
results are usually limited6. Because of the size and requirement of high efficiency,
database techniques must be used to perform the searching process [Florescu at al., 98].
These, however weakly address the Web Search Problem – one can easily observe that
what users really need and the way they are forced to express that need are two different
things. Elegant questions like “What is a jelly fish?” must be turned into robot-like lists of
keywords “jelly, fish”. And the worst thing is that one cannot be sure what the results of
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the query are about (the example keywords could as well originate from “Do fish eat
jelly?”). Even though some services (Infoseek, AskJeeves) attempt to analyze natural
language questions, these facilities are only intermediate translation layers between users
and keyword based searching.
Building the result of
a query

For the search service the simplest method of finding documents matching the
query is to find those, which contain all (or some of) words of it. These matching items are
not necessarily quality documents (the ones the user would love to see in the result), and
sometimes even worse – they are not even relevant to the query asked. The process of
finding the quality subset among the matched documents is called topic distillation
[Bharat and Henzinger, 98].
At first, search services used the vector-space model [Salton et al., 75] to sort
documents according to their relevance to the query. The idea of this approach is very
simple: upon indexing by search service, all words of the document are assigned a certain
weight. To calculate the relevance of the document to a query, we create two sparse
vectors7, one for the document and one for the query. With each dimension representing
the weight of a particular word, the dot product between these two vectors gives us
a single numerical value, which can be used for the sorting process. The top-scoring items
were assumed to be of high quality and relevance. This assumption however became
useless when clever webmasters, in struggle to improve their site’s score, started to
include all possible keywords, therefore making them meaningless. An alternative scoring
mechanism was invented then, called connectivity analysis [Kleinberg, 98], which utilized
relationships (contained in hyperlinks) between Web pages.

Connectivity analysis
algorithm, source:
[Bharat and
Henzinger, 98]

“The [connectivity analysis] algorithm computes two scores for each
document: a hub score and an authority score. Documents that have high authority
scores are expected to have relevant content, whereas documents with high hub scores
are expected to contain links to relevant content. The intuition is as follows:
a document, which points to many others, is a good hub, and a document that many
documents point to is a good authority. Transitively, a document that points to many
good authorities is an even better hub, and similarly a document pointed to by many
good hubs is an even better authority” [Bharat and Henzinger, 98].
Having the graph of query result documents along with their neighborhood, the
connectivity analysis allows assigning a score to each document, based on the hubs and
6

7

Most inexperienced users tend to type short queries - this topic discussed further in the
following chapter.
A sparse vector is such, which contains a large number of dimensions and only minority of them
is filled with non-default values. For instance, a weight vector for a query ‘cat tom’ would contain
as many dimensions as there are indexed words in the system, whereas only ‘tom’ and ‘cat’
would contain non-zero weights.
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authorities in that graph. This approach has proven to be superior over previous keywordbased algorithms, and despite its several drawbacks (mutually reinforcing hosts,
automatically generated links, etc) its different versions are widely used by search engines,
most notably Google (uses a PageRank algorithm [Page et al., 98]).
Web query languages

From a scientific point of view, querying the Web is very interesting since it allows
new types of queries to be made. These include not only questions regarding documents as
themselves (find documents containing words: “Mamma’s, apple, sauce”), but also location
and neighborhood of those documents in the Internet (find sites containing pages with links
to this address: “www.man.poznan.pl/~dweiss”). To allow searches like the latter one, new
types of query languages (or enhancements of the known ones) were developed, like
WebSQL. A comprehensive overview of those languages can be found in [Florescu at al.,
98]. Figure 2.1.3-1 is just a little sample of what they are like – the task was as follows:
“find a list of triples of the form (d1, d2, label), where d1 is a document stored on our local
site, d2 is a document stored somewhere else, and d1 points to d2 by a link labeled label”.

Figure 2.1.3-1
A sample WebSQL
query. Source:
[Florescu at al., 98]

SELECT d.url,e.url,a.label
FROM Document d SUCH THAT
"www.mysite.start" ->*d,
Document e SUCH THAT d => e,
Anchor a SUCH THAT a.base = d.url
WHERE a.href = e.url

Search services slowly introduce the ability of building queries exploiting
information about space and location of documents. For instance Google and Altavista
have the functionality of searching within particular domain, for instance one can look for
scholarship figures only in domain www.cs.put.poznan.pl. Yet these are only certain types of
queries and more complex ones (such as the example above) are still not available.
An important fact, which we left unsaid, is that due to the mentioned coherence
problem, any query to search service’s database is actually performed on the past image of
the Web. Moreover, that image is never consistent (like a snapshot), but changes constantly
causing undesired side effects (two consecutive searches for an identical query may not
return the same results). Addressing this problem is an interesting feature of several
services (Altavista, Hotbot) called time span search. The user can include time range which
is of interest to him and only documents dated within that period will be returned in the
result.

2.1.4 PRESENTATION OF QUERY RESULTS
What is quality of
a search engine?

Ideally, in response to a query, a search service should display only relevant documents of
high quality, yet, out in the real world things often get knotty. Search results are often
documents loosely or not at all associated with the user’s expectations [Boley et al., 99].
This fact is a consequence of what was mentioned earlier – constraints, which the query
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imposes on the search space, are usually too weak thus the set of matching documents is
very large. A typical query consists of 1 to 3 words [Bharat and Henzinger, 98], most of
them very general (like “cat”, “tom”). An experienced user will start with a short list of
terms and ‘drill down’ the results by adding new ones to it (“cat”, “tom”, “cartoon”,
“jerry”). Unfortunately typical Internet surfers tend to be discouraged with the searching
process if they do not find anything interesting in the top 3 to 5 documents of the results
list and they usually do not know how to refine their queries, or even do not want to. It is
obvious that the quality of a search engine can be then measured not by the number of
links it can return, but the way in which they are presented.
A very interesting classification of visualization methods of search results is
given in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99].
Figure 2.1.4-1
Classification of
search results
visualization methods,
source: [Zamir and
Etzioni, 99]

Visualization of InterDocument
Similarities

Visualization of
Document Attributes

Query terms
distribution

User-defined
attributes

Predefined
attributes

Document
networks

Spring
embeddings

Clustering

Self-organizing
maps

Two distinct classes of visualization methods are emphasized in figure 2.1.4-1. The first
class emphasizes the meaning of document attributes, such as relevance rank,
precalculated score, date, index terms etc. The focus of visualization is to present an
understandable graphical form of relation between a document and the query. For
instance the spiral model, depicted in figure 2.1.4-9 on page 21, models a relevance rank for
each document as a distance from spiral’s center. The user may therefore immediately see
how “close” to the ideal match a particular document is.
Thanks to the second class of search results visualization techniques, relations
between documents may be demonstrated. The user may limit the document-to-query
relevance investigation to a representative document of a particular group marked by high
inter-similarity. If this representative document is not a quality one, a good guess is that all
other documents similar to it will also be irrelevant. By ignoring them, the user saves
a great amount of time and may examine a larger subset of search results.
Most common search
results presentations

An overview of the most common search results presentations is given below.
a) Ranked list presentation
A ranked list is the most typical way of presenting query results. The set of
matching documents is first sorted (as mentioned in chapter 2.1.3) and then
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displayed according to the order implied by some predefined or calculated score.
Each reference to a matching document usually consists of the title of the resource,
its Uniform Resource Locator (URL)8 and a snippet – a short fragment of the
document, which is supposedly representative for the rest of its contents.
Majority of search engines support this view of results (Yahoo, Altavista, Google,
Excite) even though it is probably the weakest possible method for several reasons
[Zamir and Etzioni, 99]:
a) Users must sift the results sequentially through long lists
b) The reason a document was included in the result is not explicit
c) The relation of a document to the query is not explicit
d) The relation between documents in the result is not clear
We could formulate one more disadvantage of a ranked list presentation:
e) Documents must be sorted, which includes comparison of documents that do
not necessarily relate to each other and hence are not comparable.
Figure 2.1.4-2
A ranked list
presentation example

An example ranked list obtained from Google in response to query “jordan”.

b) Web directories (human made)
Yahoo was the first service to think of a thematic catalogue of the Web, just like in
a regular library. The company started to create this catalogue and manually assign
documents to its branches. This showed to be a successful alternative to a queryranked list paradigm, because catalogues are usually pruned from nonsense

8

URL is a unique address of a resource in the Web, expressed in human-readable form.
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documents and are very accurate due to human-made assignments. Yet the speed
with which catalogues can be updated is not overwhelming. When Netscape started
the Open Directory Project (ODP) as an alternative to Yahoo’s, it was envisioned
that the summed intellectual power of thousands of Web users will be able to keep
the pace of Internet’s growth (Yahoo makes their directory with internal human
resources). ODP at the moment of writing this document counts 2,669,025 sites
assigned to 377,306 categories by 37,594 editors. Yet there already have been acts of
sabotage where individuals tried to confuse or ruin the structure of ODP by
intentional wrong assignments.
Figure 2.1.4-3
Open Directory
Project - main
categories

It is hard to classify Web directories as part of query results presentation because
their structure is static. They are sometimes used as supplementary information to
a ranked list view [Google, 01], i.e. showing a small “hint” about the category the
user might look at:
Figure 2.1.4-4
”Category hint”
shown by Google for
a query “Jordan”

Directories are a brilliant resource to start the searching process, but they usually
lack very specific branches. For instance, my favorite sport – team handball –
contains only two references in ODP (category is tagged with “needs an editor”).
Nevertheless, the power of man-created catalogues is significant and over 60% of
Internet surfers use them to locate interesting pages [Zamir and Etzioni, 99].
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c) Clustering interfaces
The Internet community had so warmly welcomed web directories that it became
apparent something must have been done to a ranked list interface in order to make
it more informative. The natural thought was to create a hierarchical view of
a ranked list, which would be similar to a man-made directory, but would contain
only documents from the result of the query. This would give the user a chance to
immediately proceed to the interesting documents, and skip the irrelevant ones.
Obviously it was impossible to manually create a hierarchy for each possible query
and since so, such hierarchy had to be built automatically by a machine. For this
reason several clustering techniques were adopted to information retrieval from
statistics and data mining.
The first grouping systems were based on applications of well-known algorithms
like Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC), K-means and various other
grouping techniques. One of the pioneer implementations of search results
clustering was an application of Scatter/Gather system [Hearst and Pedersen, 96] to
this problem.
Figure 2.1.4-5
A screen from the
Scatter/Gather
system, source:
[Hearst and Pedersen,
96]

The progress, which has been made since then is in realization that new classes of
algorithms are needed to fulfill the post-retrieval document clustering system
requirements, given in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99]:
Post retrieval
document
clustering system
requirements,
source: [Zamir
and Etzioni, 99]

a) Relevance
The system ought to produce clusters that group similar documents together
(or stated in an IR fashion: documents relevant to the user’s query should be
grouped separately from the irrelevant ones).
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b) Browsable summaries
The user needs to determine at a glance whether a cluster's contents are of
interest. We do not want to replace sifting through ranked lists with sifting
through clusters. Therefore, the system has to provide concise and accurate
descriptions of the clusters.
c) Speed
As this is an online system, there should be little or no apparent delay to the
user. We want clustering to allow the user to browse through at least an order
of magnitude more documents [compared to a ranked list].
d) Snippet tolerance
It ought to produce high quality clusters even when it only has access to the
snippets [and not full documents] returned by the search engines.
e) Incrementality
To save time, the algorithm should start to process each snippet as soon as it
is received off the Web. In other words, as soon as more data is available, the
algorithm must utilize it to incrementally build up the result. Making use of
the download time is crucial because it employs the processor time, which
otherwise would be spent idle.
f) Overlapping clusters
To increase the ability of the clustering algorithm to place similar documents
in the same cluster, the algorithm should allow overlapping clusters. It is
important to avoid confining each document to only one cluster since
documents often have multiple topics, and thus might be similar to more than
one group of documents [Hearst, 98]. This issue also relates to the fact that
there is no symmetry between two classes of errors a clustering algorithm
produces: erroneous assignment of a document to an unrelated cluster and
lack of a document in a cluster it should appear in. While users can usually
easily ignore a document that is placed in an unrelated cluster, documents
that are missing from their appropriate clusters will often be totally
irrecoverable. Allowing overlapping clusters can be viewed as preferring
errors of the first type to errors of the second type.
g) Simple cluster definitions
A simpler cluster definition will help users determine which clusters are of
interest faster and with more confidence.
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h) Use of phrases9
Typical clustering algorithms work on numerical values describing the
“thing” they are working on. In case of documents clustering terms’
distribution or other numerical attribute of the document is usually
considered. This approach disregards the information contained in the
structure of the document’s language – proximity and sequential order of
words.
A clustering algorithm that looks at phrases in the document can utilize
additional information about the proximity between words. Using phrases
has two important benefits: Firstly, it can improve the quality of the clusters,
by utilizing more information present in the text of the documents. Secondly,
phrases are useful in constructing concise and accurate descriptions of the
clusters.
Figure 2.1.4-6
Grouper clustering
interface –dynamic
index of phrases found
in the query result

New clustering systems follow these key features. Grouper [Zamir and Etzioni, 99]
was the first clustering engine with support for phrases and a very efficient,
incremental clustering algorithm called Suffix Tree Clustering. Vivisimo [Vivisimo,
01a] is a very interesting system developed at Carnegie Mellon University, which
fulfills the requirements listed earlier in this chapter. Sadly, the technology behind
Vivisimo has not been revealed.

9

Use of phrases is not strictly a requirement for clustering, but increases the descriptive power of
clusters found.
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Figure 2.1.4-7
Vivisimo’s query
result page

Vivisimo seems to be using a very interesting clustering algorithm, but its details have
not been published. Hierarchical interface and very accurate descriptions of clusters are
very intriguing in terms of the algorithm used.

Probably the only commercial search service, which features grouping of query
results, is NorthernLight [Northern, 01]. In this case, like with Vivisimo, the details
of technology are hidden from the public. Oren Zamir gives some overview of
NorthernLight’s grouping algorithm in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99]:
An overview of
NorthernLight service
technology, source:
[Zamir and Etzioni,
99]

NorthernLight provides »Custom Search Folders«, in which the retrieved
documents are organized. These browsable folders are organized hierarchically and
can be based on type (e.g., press releases, product reviews, etc.), source (sites,
domains), language or subject. In order to create subject folders, NorthernLight
assigns a set of topic tags (potential folders) to each page as it indexes the page. This is
done by classifying the page against one or more values from a 20,000 term subject
hierarchy manually developed by librarians. […] When a query is processed, the
system searches for the dominant topic tags among the matching pages and selects
from these a subset of tags that are presented as folders. Folders are selected based on
the number of documents in each folder, their relevance to the query and their variety.
If indeed NorthernLight uses static hierarchy for building Custom Search Folders,
then it is not strictly a clustering, but classification engine. Interesting examples of
superiority of clustering over classification can be found in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99].
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Figure 2.1.4-8
NorthernLight’s
Custom Search
Folders

NorthernLight’s Custom Search Folders for query “Jordan”. A deeper level of hierarchy
for “Jordan, the country” is shown on the right side of the figure.

d) Experimental interfaces
Intensive research is being made in the field of improving the quality of search
results presentation. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, both document’s
attributes (like relevance to the query), and inter-document similarities are being
visualized. Many complex algorithms are used for this purpose with astounding
results, but suffer because of performance reasons.
Figure 2.1.4-9
A spiral model for
presenting ranked list
results, source:
[Cugini et al.]

A spiral model visualizes the relevance to the query of each document in the search result.
The relevance is basically converted to a distance from the center of the spiral; therefore
documents of high quality (relevant) should be located somewhere in the middle of the
above shape.
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Figure 2.1.4-9 presents an example of such experimental interface, which shows the
relation of documents in a ranked-list to the query. The center of the spiral
represents an ideally matching document. Moving from the center outside, we
encounter documents less and less related to the query. An interesting and novel
element is of course the spiral itself, which makes it possible to represent a large
number of documents in a small area, because the score is basically converted to the
distance from the spiral’s center.
Catalogues are also being enhanced - Topic maps [Infoloom, 01] provide metainformation, which can be used for navigation and searching in an unorganized
data set (like the Internet). The advantage of topic-maps over catalogues is that they
provide navigation not only for the data, but also between nodes of the topic graph.
Also, topic maps are standardized by ISO and have common distribution format
(SGML/XML), what makes incorporation and merging of new topics much easier.

2.2 SUFFIX TREES
Suffix trees are a relatively old data structure, proposed in 1976 by McCreight [McCreight,
76], which recently gained popularity thanks to advances of their construction algorithms
[Ukkonen, 95][Andersson et al., 96][Karkkainen and Ukkonen, 96]. We present suffix trees
in this paper because they are extensively used in phrase-based clustering methods,
especially the STC algorithm discussed in chapter 2.3.3 on page 36.
In this chapter we will shortly explain how to build a suffix tree and a generalized
suffix tree for any sequence of elements over an alphabet Ω.
Suffix trie

A substring of a sequence of elements {a1a2a3…an} is any sequence {akak+1ak+2…an},
where 1≤ k ≤ n and elements ai can be compared against each other for equality and
precedence.
A trie is a type of tree that has N possible branches from each node, where N is the
number of characters in the alphabet. A suffix trie is a trie when for a given sequence of
elements over an alphabet Ω, all substrings of that sequence can be found on the path
starting at the root node and ending at the leaf node. A suffix trie for a string “bananas” is
shown in figure 2.2-1.
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Figure 2.2-1
A suffix trie (on the
left) and tree (on the
right) for the word
“bananas”, source:
[Nelson, 96]

Suffix tree

A suffix tree is constructed from the suffix trie by applying path compression –
elimination of nodes with a single descendant. A suffix tree for a word “bananas” is shown
in figure 2.2-1. Path compression is what makes suffix trees so efficient in terms of space
and time needed for their construction. A suffix trie can be built in time O(N2), where N is
the number of sequence elements, while a suffix tree for the same sequence requires only
O(N) time and O(N) space!
The first linear algorithm for suffix tree construction was proposed by McCreight
[McCreight, 76], and while theoretical complexity of that algorithm was very good, it had
a serious disadvantage - elements were inserted in reverse order (what implies that all had
to be known in advance). This practically ruled it out for any applications where online
processing was required (such as data compression). Twenty years later (unusual time span
in computer science), Esko Ukkonen proposed an online algorithm [Ukkonen, 95], which
works left-to-right on the input sequence. After that moment suffix trees became very
popular because of their unique searching features and efficient (and still improved)
algorithms of their construction. A sketch of the online algorithm is presented in chapter
2.2.1.

Sparse suffix
trees

New types of suffix trees have been recently proposed – sparse suffix trees are built
not for all substrings of a given sequence {a1a2a3…an}, but for an arbitrary subset of all
possible substrings [Andersson et al., 96][Karkkainen and Ukkonen, 96]. Sparse suffix trees
are ideal for modeling only suffixes starting with a certain character (the first after a fullstop to model sentences only for instance), what is often a requirement in text-processing
and computational biology. An interesting issue is that original Ukkonen’s algorithm was
not suitable for growing sparse suffix trees, fortunately, new improved methods have been
proposed in literature [Andersson et al., 96][Karkkainen and Ukkonen, 96].

2.2.1 ONLINE ALGORITHM OUTLINE
In this chapter we will explain shortly the linear online construction of a suffix tree,
according to Ukkonen’s algorithm. The goal of this presentation is to show that the
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algorithm really works and what are the ideas, which make it so fast. For a formal prove of
correctness, one can refer to the original Ukkonen’s publication [Ukkonen, 95].
Let us start with the simplest possible example and manually build the tree for the
sequence “abbac” by merging separate paths of all suffixes and applying path compression
at the end:
A suffix trie (identical outgoing edges merged)

C

A suffix tree (path compression applied)
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Paths for all suffixes of 'abbac'
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Figure 2.2.1-1
Manual construction
of a suffix tree

The online algorithm cannot wait until it knows all suffixes of the sentence of
course. Moreover, it cannot build and merge paths because the time and space complexity
for such operation would make it inefficient. The brilliant idea behind Ukkonen’s
algorithm is in inserting all prefixes of a given sequence T and maintaining the suffix tree
structure for the last prefix we have inserted. Therefore for a string “abbac”, all of its
prefixes would be inserted in the tree: “a”, “ab”, “abb”, “abba” and finally “abbac”.
Before we explain how the tree is extended with prefixes, we need to distinguish
three kinds of nodes:
a) A leaf node
A leaf node is a node with no descendants, in other words they stretch from some
position in the sequence to the end of it. In figure 2.2.1-1, nodes 3,4,5,6 and 7 are leaf
nodes.
b) An explicit node
All non-leaf nodes in the tree are explicit nodes. Suffix tree’s paths part ways in
explicit nodes. In figure 2.2.1-1, nodes marked 1 and 2 are explicit nodes.
c) An implicit node
Implicit nodes would represent a node in a suffix tree, but path compression
eliminated them – in figure 2.2.1-1, prefixes like “abb” end in implicit nodes
(somewhere along the edge). Implicit nodes are important, because sometimes are
converted to explicit nodes during tree construction.
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Ukkonen’s algorithm starts building a suffix tree for a given sequence T with an
empty root node, and progressively inserts each prefix of T to the tree. When the last prefix
is inserted (last prefix of T is simply T), the suffix tree is complete. A simplified version of
prefix insertion step is given in figure 2.2.1-2.
Figure 2.2.1-2
Insertion of the
following prefix in
Ukkonen’s algorithm,
source: [Nelson, 96]

Update( new_prefix )
{
current_suffix = active_point
test_char = last_char in new_prefix
done = false;
while ( !done ) {
if current_suffix ends at an explicit node {
if the node has no descendant edge starting with test_char
create new leaf edge starting at the explicit node
else
done = true;
} else {
if the implicit node's next char is not test_char {
split the edge at the implicit node
create new leaf edge starting at the split in the edge
} else
done = true;
}
if current_suffix is the empty string
done = true;
else
current_suffix = next_smaller_suffix( current_suffix )
}
active_point = current_suffix
}

For a given sequence T={t0,t1,…,tn}, in order to insert the following prefix Pi={t0,t1,…,ti}, we
walk through the tree nodes, starting with the longest suffix already inserted (which must
be Pi-1={t0,t1,…, ti-1}) and ending at an empty one (the root node). For instance, when
inserting prefix “abba”, we would start with the longest suffix already in the tree (“abb”),
possibly modify some nodes using the rules given in 2.2.1-2, go to the next smaller suffix
(“bb”), again modify tree’s structure and repeatedly do the same for all remaining suffixes.
Figure 2.2.1-3 shows the transition between “abb” and “abba” – please note the “split
update” on implicit node “b”. A full example of suffix tree construction is included in
appendix C.
Figure 2.2.1-3
A single transition
during the
construction of
a suffix tree for
“abbac”, after
inserting “abba”

Active point's origin node
Active point's location

Active point and other
optimizations

A careful Reader may notice that in figure 2.2.1-2, suffixes in the tree are traversed
only from the active point and ending not at the empty suffix, but when one of the stop
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conditions is true. These interesting optimizations of the algorithm are fully correct – for
instance it is proven that a leaf node, once created, will never be affected by any update, so
it can be immediately extended to the end of the input sequence, instead of one character at
a time in each step. The proof and rationale for these optimizations can be found either in
Esko Ukkonen’s work [Ukkonen, 95], or in Mark Nelson’s paper [Nelson, 96].
Suffix pointers

Limiting the number of suffixes, which have to be updated, is not what makes
Ukkonen’s algorithm so fast. What does is a very smart implementation of finding the next
smaller

suffix

in

the

tree

(in

figure

2.2.1-2

shyly

denoted

by

a function

next_smaller_suffix). From each node not being a leaf (because these are never updated),
there is a suffix pointer to the node, which is the suffix of it - this maneuvre allows
transitions between suffixes in O(1) and is in fact what makes the algorithm linear – Mark
Nelson explains:
The suffix pointers are built at the same time the update to the tree is taking
place. As I move from the active point to the end point, I keep track of the parent node
of each of the new leaves I create. Each time I create a new edge, I also create a suffix
pointer from the parent node of the last leaf edge I created to the current parent edge.
[Nelson, 96]
An example structure of suffix pointers in a tree “bananas” is shown in figure 2.2.1-4:
Figure 2.2.1-4
An example suffix
pointers structure
(only internal nodes
contain suffix
pointers)

Remarks about
efficiency of
Ukkonen’s algorithm

The original Ukkonen’s algorithm is theoretically very efficient, however in practice
- when applied to large amounts of data - the virtual memory overhead may significantly
slow it down (by an order of magnitude and more) [Dorohonceanu and Nevill-Manning,
00] [Andersson and Nilson, 95] [Giegerich and Kurtz, 94]. This is a result of the way the
tree is extended in each step of the algorithm (non-local updates when following suffix
pointers). An efficient solution was proposed in [Dorohonceanu and Nevill-Manning, 00] –
instead of theoretically fast incremental updates, a suffix array is used to build the tree.
This approach is very efficient in terms of memory used, not bad in time complexity
(bound by the cost of sorting the suffix array) and very efficient when performed on huge
data (such as biological sequences) because of locally performed updates.
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2.2.2 GENERALIZED SUFFIX TREES
A generalized suffix tree (GST) for a set of sentences Γ over an alphabet Ω is such a levelcompressed10 trie, that for any suffix of any sentence in Γ, it can be found on the path from
the root node to a leaf node. In other words, a GST is a “concatenation” of many suffix
trees. It is often useful to know which GST nodes belong to suffixes of which sentences, as
shown in figure 2.2.2-1.
Figure 2.2.2-1
A generalized suffix
tree for two biological
sequences
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A generalized suffix tree for two biological sequences. Each sequence can consist of
letters standing for different acids forming a DNA chain: adenine (A), thymine (T),
cytosine (C) and guanine (G). Trees’ leaf nodes are tagged with the sentence they come
from. Tree to the right built as a suffix tree from concatenated both sequences.

A GST can be built using the same algorithms as a regular suffix tree, if the
following assumptions are true:
a) each sentence ends with a unique marker (it must occur exactly once in all
sentences),
b) all sentences are concatenated and a suffix tree is built for such single long string.
The concatenation does not influence the tree because of path compression. Also, knowing
what the sequence-end markers are, we can determine if a suffix ends in a leaf node or not.
Unfortunately by concatenating sentences, we lose the information about the origin of tree
nodes (however it can be easily rebuilt).
Another algorithm is also very simple: match the sentence to be inserted against the
path starting from the root node of the GST. The first element on which a mismatch occurs
marks the substring of the sequence, which we need to extend the GST with. Continue
with usual suffix tree algorithm from this moment.

10

Level compression is another term for path compression [Andersson et al., 96].
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2.2.3 APPLICATIONS OF SUFFIX TREES
There are numerous applications of suffix trees in contemporary computer science. Some
of the problems solved efficiently using this (or generalized suffix trees – see 2.2.2) data
structure are listed below (after [Narasimhan, 01]):
a) Longest Common Substring Problem
Given two strings S1 and S2, the longest common substring is a substring that
appears both in S1 and S2 and has the largest possible length.
b) All-Pairs Suffix-Prefix Matching Problem
A suffix-prefix match of the sequences S1 and S2 refers to any suffix of S1 that
matches a prefix of S2. Given a set of sequences {S1, ....,Sn}, the APPSMP is the
problem of finding, for each ordered pair Si, Sj in the set, the longest suffix-prefix
match of (Si,Sj).
c) All Maximal Repeats Problem in a single sequence
Maximal Repeats are two identical subsequences in a sequence S, such that the
character to the immediate left (right) of the first subsequences is different than the
character to the immediate left (right) of the second subsequences
d) Circular DNA Sequences Problems
A circular sequence S of length n is defined as a sequence in which character n is
considered to precede character 1. The characters in a sequence are numbered
sequentially from 1 to n, starting at an arbitrary character in S.
e) The k-mismatch (error) Problem
This problem deals with finding sequences with errors. Specifically, it refers to
matching sequences with an allowable k number of errors.
Summarizing, suffix trees have been widely used in bioinformatics, text processing,
information retrieval and data compression because of their very efficient construction
algorithms and interesting features.

2.3 CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
The idea of clustering originated from statistics and is still extensively studied there,
especially in the area of numerical data. Machine learning, data mining and computer
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science in general established new directions and requirements, especially concerning the
feature set on which the clustering process is performed, which is not necessarily
numerical anymore but can be anything from a visual pattern in image processing, to
a frequently occurring phrase in text mining.
Definition of
clustering

Clustering is a process of unsupervised partitioning of a set of data (or objects) into
a set of meaningful sub-classes, called clusters. A good clustering algorithm will produce
clusters with two features: objects inside a cluster are “similar” to each other and any two
objects from different clusters are dissimilar, or that similarity is low. In classical
algorithms, proximity of documents (similarity measure) is usually represented by some
numerical value (distance of some kind).
Numerous algorithms appear in literature and there are good monographs available
[Rasmussen, 92], [Gordon, 99], hence there is no need to describe them again. However we
would like to present a short overview of Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering and Kmeans as they are very often used in Web Mining.

Figure 2.3-1
Taxonomy of
clustering methods in
Data Mining

Clustering - Data Mining
Partitioning
algorithms

Hierarchical
clustering

Density-based
methods

Grid-based
methods

Model-based
methods

Search results clustering

Humancomputer
interaction

Text processing
algorithms and
data structures

Cognitive
psychology

Search results clustering uses data mining techniques, but as well employs knowledge
about human perception from domains such as human-computer interaction or cognitive
psychology.

Figure 2.3-1 presents the taxonomy of clustering algorithms and the location of
search results clustering in the field. Search results clustering algorithms are often
modified versions of the classical approaches, yet because Web Mining is so user-centered,
they must combine strictly numerical algorithms with the knowledge about user
expectations and reactions, and that is why it can be considered a separate class. New
types of algorithms have also been created (like STC [Zamir and Etzioni, 99]), which fit
only this category.
Flat and hierarchy
clustering

One more feature distinguishing clustering algorithms is whether they produce flat
partitions, or hierarchy of clusters. This difference is important when we want to present
the user with a navigable tree of clusters found (refer to the screen of Vivisimo, figure
2.1.4-7 on page 20), which allows even better understanding of the discovered groups.
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2.3.1 MAJOR CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
This chapter gives a short overview of how major clustering techniques work, so that we
are able to point out their weaknesses in application to search result clustering.
a) Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
HAC is the most popular class of algorithms, usually applied in domains like GIS
systems, molecular biology, image processing and of course data mining. The core
algorithms in pseudo-C are as follows (depending on the direction of processing):
Figure 2.3.1-1
Hierarchical
Agglomerative
Clustering pseudo
code

// AGGLOMERATIVE (BOTTOM-UP) VERSION
Place each object in its own cluster;
while (halting criterion OR one cluster) {
Merge the most similar clusters basing on some measure;
}
// DIVISIVE (TOP-DOWN) VERSION
Place all objects in a single cluster;
while (halting criterion
OR each object in its own cluster) {
Split the most dissimilar cluster basing on some measure;
}

A number of improvements and application-specific versions of HAC have been
proposed in literature. These mainly introduce changes to the measure of similarity
between clusters, the rule of merging/ splitting clusters in each step or the halting
criterion – the moment when the algorithm stops11. However, the core idea of
aggregating or dividing of the data set remains unchanged in any version of the
algorithm.
What is very profitable in HAC algorithms is the intermediate data structure, which
is constructed during the processing, called a dendrogram. Dendrograms explicitly
show how clusters were made (from which atomic clusters), and hence allow
navigation through this hierarchy.
The drawbacks of HAC are in speed of processing (minimal time-complexity is
O(n2)) and in the fact that once merged clusters cannot be split again (no-undo
feature) – in the figure 2.3.1-2 clusters 1 and 3 could not be split again in favor of
making a cluster (3+2). Also, while some scientists argue that practical time
complexity of HAC is extremely good [Charikar et al., 97] and the clusters created
are of high quality, in most publications it is admitted that HAC is not the best pick
for clustering data of considerably big size [Boley et al., 99].

11

In most cases, the halting criterion is a fixed number of clusters required or the maximal distance
between merge-candidate clusters, when the algorithm should stop.
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Figure 2.3.1-2
Merging clusters in
HAC algorithm
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This figure illustrates the merging phase in a HAC algorithm, where the Euclidean
distance between clusters centroids is used as a measure of proximity. Clusters with the
two closest centroids are merged in each step.

b) K-means
K-means is a member of the class of partitioning algorithms, e.g. it does not create
hierarchy of clusters, but a “flat” view of them. It is also a model-based type of
algorithm as it assumes a prori that there will be a certain number of spherical (with
respect to the similarity metric used) clusters. The procedure is as follows:
Figure 2.3.1-3
K-means algorithm
pseudo code

Partition objects into k non-empty subsets;
do {
Compute centroids of clusters of the current partition;
Assign each object to the cluster with the nearest centroid;
} while (no reassignments have been made);

In essence, k-means starts with random clusters and iteratively optimizes the
assignment of objects until a stable state is reached. The complexity of such
approach is obviously O(tkn), where n is the number of objects, k is the number of
clusters and t is the worst number of iterations needed for reaching stable state12.
Pre-computing the first partition gives significant speedup – this can be done using
HAC on a subset of data for instance (as in Buckshot algorithm [Cutting et al., 92]).
In practice, k-means is fast, but has several drawbacks:

12

This complexity is not fully correct, because we know nothing of t, which may not be linear with
the size of the problem. Usually, t,k << n.
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a) Often terminates at local optimum. Global optimum can be found using
techniques such as deterministic annealing or genetic algorithms,
b) Number of clusters has to be given in advance,
c) Unable to handle noisy data and outliers (refer to the next chapter),
d) Not suitable for clusters of non-convex shapes.
Figure 2.3.1-4
Reassignment of
objects in a single step
of k-means algorithm,
centroids are marked
as (red) squares.

c) Bayesian classifiers
Another model-based algorithms representative is the unsupervised naive Bayesian
classifier (introduced in [Cheeseman et al., 88]). This statistical approach is more
complex than k-means, but usually gives better results [Zamir and Etzioni, 99], as it
can produce clusters of different sizes. Even though widely used in data mining,
Bayesian classifiers are not common in document clustering [Zamir and Etzioni, 99].
d) Other algorithms
Many other algorithms have been proposed in literature [Gordon, 99]. Majority of
them introduce modifications to the fundamental clustering techniques, like specific
starting points or halting criterion, some are based on completely different
assumptions. In the following chapter we will explain why most of them fail when
applied to document clustering.

2.3.2 CLASSICAL CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS FAILING
In this chapter we will show after [Zamir and Etzioni, 99], how different classical
algorithms may fail when applied to document clustering or search result clustering. The
examples given below are meant to show that classical algorithms can have problems with
handling specific distribution of data, while another very important issue is the type of data
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being clustered. Statistics uses clustering for analysis of numerical data, while data mining
and information retrieval often use other feature sets, such as phrases in the text or shapes
in image processing. This gives a rationale for developing new classes of clustering
methods, meant specifically for the Web mining domain.
a) Clustering of unequal-sized groups
If groups in the data being clustered are of unequal size (with respect to the
similarity metric used), then clustering using HAC or K-means will give poor results
as these algorithms attempt to find spherical clusters of equal size.
Figure 2.3.2-1
Clustering of unequalsized groups gives
poor results, source:
[Zamir and Etzioni,
99]

b) Clustering of data with outliers
Outliers are elements, which are far from all clusters in the input data and hence
should not be included in any of them or should form groups by themselves, but
without interfering with the creation of other clusters. This however is not the case
when using HAC because it attempts to merge the closest groups first thus creating
one huge cluster (see figure 2.3.2-2 below).
Figure 2.3.2-2
Clustering data with
outliers (elements not
belonging to any
cluster), source:
[Zamir and Etzioni,
99]
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c) Non-spherical clusters
In figure 2.3.2-3, data is not distributed spherically. The assumption, which is made
in most model-based algorithms about spherical groups (Bayesian classifiers, kmeans), does not hold and hence the clusters discovered are meaningless.
Figure 2.3.2-3
Clustering of nonspherical data, source:
[Zamir and Etzioni,
99]

If data is not distributed spherically, clustering algorithms tend to produce meaningless
results

d) The chaining effect
The chaining effect is present in a single-link algorithm (HAC where minimal
dissimilarity is used as the cluster merge criterion). Asked for 2 clusters the result
would be a small group (figure 2.3.2-4, circled with black) and the remaining
elements forming the second one.
Figure 2.3.2-4
Chaining effect of
a single-link HAC,
source: [Zamir and
Etzioni, 99]

e) Required a priori number of clusters
This effect is only mentioned, not illustrated in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] and it has
a big influence on using classical algorithms in document clustering. HAC, k-means
and most other algorithms require a halting criterion, which usually is the expected
number of clusters.
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In the figure 2.3.2-5 we can observe four clusters on uniformly distributed data clustering algorithm found clusters, but they are of poor quality (elements inside
a cluster are similar to each other, but also to objects in other clusters).
Figure 2.3.2-5
Clustering uniformly
distributed data

Clustering algorithms attempt to create clusters even when no groups can be
“intuitively” distinguished.

f) Overlapping clusters
Many classical algorithms create distinct partitions of data. In document or search
result clustering overlapping clusters are more natural since documents usually
contain several topics (or one topic may belong to several domains – “How to catch
and cook a rainbow trout?” would belong both to fishing and culinary recipes).
Figure 2.3.2-6
Crisp division
between clusters when
overlapping area
should have been
made
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2.3.3 SEARCH RESULTS CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
As it was previously stated in this work, document and search results clustering form
a relatively new class of algorithms and have quite different goals to accomplish (refer to
chapter 2.1.4, page 13 for the full description):
a) Relevance of results,
b) Browsable summaries and definition of clusters,
c) Speed,
d) Snippet tolerance,
e) Incrementality,
f) Overlapping clusters,
g) Use of language features – phrases, frequent words etc.
h) Ability to answer the question why two documents were placed in the same cluster.
Most of the existing approaches to search results clustering are based on distance and
similarity measures (model-based, HAC), with a few exceptions for Bayesian classifiers. It
is not trivial to define a distance measure in sparse and multidimensional space of text
documents [Boley et al., 99]. Even if defined, such measure (and the clusters it produces) is
often not easily interpretable by a human user of the system and we must remember that
clusters have to be intuitive, otherwise they will be of no use. From the examples listed in
chapter 2.3.2 it seems clear that many pitfalls are waiting for those willing to apply classic
data mining techniques in this new area. New algorithms, specifically designed for Web
mining, should address issues mentioned above not by adjustments, but innovation.
Association Rule
Hypergraph
Partitioning

Association Rule Hypergraph Partitioning (ARHP), proposed in [Boley et al., 99] is
capable of performing clustering without explicit knowledge of the similarity measure.
The algorithm utilizes frequent itemsets, which are intermediate data of Apriori
algorithm, used for discovering association rules [Agrawal et al., 96] [Agrawal et al., 94]
[Pankau et al., 99]. Using this data, a hypergraph is created, which vertices are words
extracted from the documents and hyperedges represent frequent itemsets – groups of
documents with sufficiently large number of words in common. The hypergraph is then
partitioned recursively (in other words a divisive HAC is used) into partitions such that
the weight of hyperedges being cut is minimized.
ARHP has not been tested with query results, however it would be tempting to do
so (and that is the reason we included it here) in the context of our research presented
further.
Suffix Tree Clustering algorithm was the first one designed and implemented
specifically for search results. Because of its importance to this thesis, we dedicate
a separate chapter to its overview.
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2.3.4 SUFFIX TREE CLUSTERING
Suffix Tree
Clustering

The first clustering algorithm to take advantage of association between words, not only
their frequencies, was Suffix Tree Clustering used in Grouper [Zamir and Etzioni, 99]
[Zamir and Etzioni, 98b]. STC attempts to cluster documents or search results according to
identical phrases they contain. What motivates incorporation of phrases into STC is making
use of proximity and order of words, which have more descriptive power than keywords.
Apart from forming clusters, phrases can be used for labeling the clusters created.
STC is organized into two main phases: discovering phrase clusters (also called base
clusters) and combining similar ones to form merged clusters (or simply clusters). A more
detailed description of the algorithm is given in figure 2.3.4-1.

Figure 2.3.4-1
Suffix Tree Clustering
pseudocode (this
version is not
incremental for clarity
– incremental version
can be found in
[Zamir and Etzioni,
99])

Split text into sentences consisting of words;
/* Phase 1. Creation of a Generalized Suffix Tree of all sentences */
for each document {
for each sentence {
apply stemming to sentence words;
/* A word is a stop-term if it exists in a predefined list,
* exists in more than a certain percent of input documents or
* in less than a certain number of input documents.
* Stop terms can be ignored during clustering, see chapter 3.1.1
*/
if (sentence length > 0) {
/* trim substring from leading and ending stop-terms
* before inserting into the tree.
*/
insert sentence and all its substrings into generalized
suffix tree update internal nodes with the index to current
document while rearranging the tree;
}
}
}
/* Phase 2. Build a list of base clusters */
for each node in the tree {
if (number of documents in node's subtree > 2) {
if (candidate_base_cluster_score > minimal_base_cluster_score) {
add a base cluster to the list of base clusters;
}
}
}
/* Phase 3. Merge base clusters */
Build a graph where nodes are base clusters and there is a link between
node A and B if and only if the number of common documents indexed by
A and B is greater than the MERGE_THRESHOLD;
Clusters are coherent subgraphs of that graph;

Suffix tree
clustering
example

Let us analyze how the algorithm works on a very small example (after [Zamir and
Etzioni, 99]). Let there be three documents A, B and C, each containing exactly one
sentence:
A : cat ate cheese
B : mouse ate cheese too
C : cat ate mouse too
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Phase 1 of the STC algorithm is construction of a generalized suffix tree of all
sentences. We build the tree using words as elementary elements, as opposed to single
characters we demonstrated the construction algorithm on. The benefit from this is such,
that when the tree is complete, each path starting in the root node represents a phrase sequence of words, which occurred at least once in the input text. The construction
algorithm of course remains identical as if characters were used to split paths. The tree for
our sentences A, B and C would look like in figure 2.3.4-2, which also presents the data
structure used in an alternative approach to suffix tree construction – a suffix array. More
information on how the tree can be built from such array can be found in [Dorohonceanu
and Nevill-Manning, 00].
Figure 2.3.4-2
A Generalized Suffix
Tree for three
sentences,(after
[Zamir and Etzioni,
99])
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A generalized suffix tree for sequences “cat ate cheese”, “mouse ate cheese too” and “cat
ate mouse too”. The tree is made on words as elements of the tree, not characters. The
table on the right shows a suffix array for these three sequences and their suffixes –
a complete suffix tree could be easily built from such array – frames represent internal
tree nodes (explicit nodes).

Nodes in figure 2.3.4-2 are labeled with a sequential number and letters, which correspond
to phrases indexed in the node’s subtree. For node 1, the path going to the root is “cat ate”
and from the tag we can immediately tell which sentences contain this phrase (A and C).
Suffix trees require that the last element being inserted is unique (otherwise suffixes may
end in implicit nodes, refer to [Ukkonen, 95] [Nelson, 96] for explanation). For clarity, we
resigned from this assumption what caused the last suffix of sentence A – the word
“cheese” – end in node 3 without branching it. The same applies to node 5, which should
have been split into two different nodes.
Having built the suffix tree we can easily find all phrases, which occur in more than
one sentence, because this information is already present in the tree’s nodes. In our
example, candidates for becoming base clusters are nodes 1,2,3,4,5 and 10, the phrases
they represent can be constructed by following the path from the root of the tree to the
node; the result is shown in figure 2.3.4-3.
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Figure 2.3.4-3
Base clusters, their
phrases and score
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0,839
0,151
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The score function, calculated for base clusters, balances the length of the phrase
(we want base clusters to be informative), coverage of the candidate cluster (the percent of
all collection documents it contains) and frequency of phrase’s terms in the total collection
of documents. A candidate node may become a base cluster if and only if it exceeds
a minimal base cluster score.
Figure 2.3.4-4
Base cluster candidate
score function [Zamir
and Etzioni, 99]

s (m) = m ⋅ f ( m p ) ⋅ ∑ tfidf ( wi )
where:
s(m)
|m|
f(|mp|)
tfidf(wi)

– the score of candidate m
– number of not stop-words phrase terms
– phrase length adjustment
– term frequency adjustment

Phrase length adjustment function penalizes single-word phrases, is indifferent for
phrases longer than 6 terms and is linear in between. Specific values for function f are not
given in literature [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] [Zamir and Etzioni, 98b]. We assumed f to equal
0.5 for single phrases and 1 for phrases longer than 6 words, with linear transition between
these two values as shown in figure 2.3.4-5. Please note that function f is actually discrete –
linear transitions between discrete values in the figure are shown for clarity.
Figure 2.3.4-5
Phrase length
adjustment function
used in Carrot
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Tfidf function is a standard term frequency – inverse document frequency measure for
assigning weight to terms [Salton and Buckley, 88]. The formula used to calculate tfidf is
given below [Salton and Buckley, 88] [Zamir and Etzioni, 99].
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tfidf ( wi , d ) = (1 + log(tf ( wi , d ))) ⋅ log(1 + N / df ( wi ))

Figure 2.3.4-6
Term frequency –
inverse term
frequency [Salton and
Buckley, 88]

where:
tf(wi,d)
N
df(wi)

– number of occurrences of term wi in document d
– total number of documents
– number of documents term wi appears in

In search results clustering, the second component of the above formula (inverse
document frequency) showed better practical behavior if taken not from the document set
being analyzed, but some generic statistical data calculated on a set of documents of
considerably large size (terms distribution of Base1 collection for instance) [Zamir and
Etzioni, 99]. In chapter 3 we point out difficulties in applying the above STC score formula
to the Polish language.
Figure 2.3.4-7
Example values of the
tfidf function for
words in the example

A

ate
cat
cheese
mouse
too

0,30103
0,39794
0,39794
0,39794
0,39794

B

0,30103
0,39794
0,39794
0,39794
0,39794

C

0,30103
0,39794
0,39794
0,39794
0,39794

Tfidf function calculated for words (rows) and sentences (columns). Values are identical
for all three sentences A, B and C, because each word occurs only once in every of them,
so the tf component is constant. Yet, the word “ate” is less specific, because it occurs in
three sentences, whereas the rest of terms only in two.

The second phase
of STC algorithm
– merging base
clusters

When all of base clusters have the score assigned, N top scoring clusters13 are
promoted to the second phase of STC algorithm, where base clusters are merged. The
selection of a certain number of top scoring elements is done to keep the cost of the third
phase of STC constant, but as well to prevent low-scoring, less informative clusters from
influencing quality ones. The choice of N is arbitrary, [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] proposes to
take top 500 clusters, while in our experiments we have found out that a less strict
threshold is to choose only those base clusters, which cover a certain minimal number of
documents14.
The merging phase is a version of single-link algorithm, with the minimal similarity
between base clusters predetermined by the formula:

13

14

The choice of top N elements is an interesting algorithmic issue, with the simplest solution of
sorting elements (complexity O(NlogN)) and the most complex algorithm being linear in time
(complexity O(N)) [Cormen et al., 90].
We set this threshold as 5 by default, but it can be changed in Carrot’s preferences.
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(

) (

1 ⇔ mi ∩ m j / mi > α ∧ mi ∩ m j / m j > α
similarity (mi , m j ) = 
0 otherwise


Figure 2.3.4-8
Similarity between
base clusters [Zamir
and Etzioni, 99]

where:
mi , mj
| mi|, | mj|
| mi ∩ mj |
∝

)

– base clusters
– number of documents in phrase clusters mi, mj respectively
– number of documents common to mi and mj
– merge threshold

The merging can be easily implemented as finding all connected components of a phrase
cluster graph, which vertices are base clusters and there exists an edge between vertices
a and b only when similarity(a,b)=1. This phase is performed in order to combine nearly
identical base clusters. By selecting different merge threshold ∝, one can shift balance
between merging distinct base clusters, and creating two similar ones. The algorithm is
said not to be very sensitive to this threshold [Zamir and Etzioni, 99], however, according
to our experiment, its sensitivity is highly related to the number of base clusters (refer to
chapter 5.2.4 on page 86).
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Figure 2.3.4-9
Three different
possible results of
merging base clusters
in the example,
source: [Zamir and
Etzioni, 99]
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An example of STC merging phase. In the leftmost picture, the merge threshold α equals
0.6 and because the overlap in document sets of all base clusters exceeds 0.6, we have
a single merged cluster. Middle picture shows the same instance, but with the word “ate”
being on the stop-word list. It is never promoted to the merge phase, what results in
creating three different clusters (because there are three connected components in the
graph). The rightmost picture changes the threshold α to 0.7 and in effect, the connections
to node 2 are not present (their overlap is only 0.67). Similarity matrix for each graph is
also demonstrated – grayed fields exceed the threshold α.

In figure 2.3.4-9, three different base cluster graphs are demonstrated. Depending on
the merge threshold and stop-words, STC discovered 1, 3 and 4 different clusters in our
example sentences. Let us summarize the final result in table 2.3.4-10.
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merge threshold 0.6

Figure 2.3.4-10
Clusters created in the
example, depending
on the merge
threshold setting

cluster id
1

sentences phrases
cat ate, mouse, cheese, ate, ate
ABC
cheese, too

merge threshold 0.6, "ate" stopped
cluster id
1
2
3

sentences
AB
ABC
AB

phrases
cat ate
mouse, too
ate cheese, cheese

merge threshold 0.7
cluster id
1
2
3
4

Implementation of
Grouper’s suffix tree
construction

sentences
AB
ABC
AB
ABC

phrases
cat ate
mouse, too
ate cheese, cheese
ate

The point where sentences and their substrings are inserted into the GST is a little
tricky. Oren Zamir in his thesis [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] constantly stresses that the cost of
building a GST is linear and it is undeniably true. However the reference implementation
of STC – Grouper – uses a quadratic version of tree construction algorithm… Supposedly
the reason for this fact was in a fairly complex process of maintaining suffix tree’s
boundary path when some substrings were not fully inserted due to leading or trailing
stop-terms15. For instance, for the sentence “Bill Clinton is a president”, the substring “is
a president” would not be inserted due to the leading stop-term “is”. Sparse suffix trees
are what would be the cure for this situation, and several efficient algorithms have been
proposed in this area [Karkkainen and Ukkonen, 96], however the experimental
verification of applicability of sparse suffix trees to this problem is still an open issue.
Another difficulty, which possibly led Grouper developers to choosing O(N2) tree
construction algorithm, is the problem of maintaining the structure of the indexed
documents in each node (in Grouper represented as a bit-vector). When Ukkonen’s
algorithm is used, only boundary path nodes are being altered during subsequent
insertions and hence we have incomplete information about the indexed documents in the
tree’s internal nodes. Because Grouper calculates and updates clusters on the fly, all nodes
affected by the insertion must be updated immediately (what in fact ruins the time
complexity of the online construction algorithm).

IR quality metrics:
precision and recall

Apart from those specific and rather implementation-oriented remarks, the
evaluation of STC given in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] shows that it outperforms most of the
classic clustering techniques in two most common IR metrics: average precision and
recall. Precision is the number of relevant documents divided by the total number of
documents retrieved. Recall is defined as the number of relevant documents retrieved,

15

Esko Ukkonen’s algorithm requires that all substrings be inserted, because this assumption is
necessary for keeping the boundary path always valid (boundary path is where new nodes of the
tree are added or split).
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divided by the total number of relevant documents in a collection. For instance, suppose
there are 20 documents relevant in a collection, the system returns 40 documents, 15 of
which are relevant. The precision of such system is 15/40=37%, while recall equals
15/20=75%. Typically, systems attempt to maximize both recall and precision.
STC is also the only algorithm for search result clustering, whose details are not kept
secret.
Vivisimo

Vivisimo [Vivisimo, 01a] comes with another, very interesting, clustering technique
designed for document clustering, however its authors give only a general outline of how
the clustering process looks like:
“We use a specially developed heuristic algorithm to group - or cluster textual documents. This algorithm is based on an old artificial intelligence idea:
a good cluster - or document grouping - is one, which possesses a good, readable
description. So, rather than form clusters and then figure out how to describe them,
we only form describable clusters in the first place. […] Our innovation relies on
a newly discovered heuristic algorithm that does this well” [Vivisimo, 01b]
Vivisimo creators are also boasting about their algorithm’s superiority over phrase-based
clustering, claiming their heuristic performs well even when snippets are extremely small.
There was not enough time to verify that statement, nonetheless other Vivisimo features
such as overlapping clusters, ability to cluster documents in different languages and lack
of fixed number of groups to be discovered make it a very intriguing system – it is a pity
Carnegie Mellon does not want to put their technology under public discussion.
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Chapter 3

PHRASE CLUSTERING
IN POLISH
As we mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, today’s Internet is dominated with
pages and services in English only. That domination, however, is not an absolute reign there are some people, which surf the Web using their native tongue because they either
do not know Shakespeare’s language, have better comprehension of what they are
reading, or simply do not expect the information they are looking for to be in English.
Figure 3-1
An example
translation from
Babelfish

One of those uncommon services, which do care about international community, is
Altavista’s Babelfish [Babelfish, 01], offering automatic translation of written texts and
Web pages to several most common languages. And even though the quality of such
transcript is often hilarious, if not annoying, Babelfish should be glorified for being an
isolated example of a language problem-aware service. Another illustration of this may
again be the top-search engine Google, which introduced localized interfaces for their Web
pages. Recent data shows that the number of queries in Polish skyrocketed to a quarter of
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a million daily16 - this figure of course answers the question if it is worth to invest money
and time in service’s localization…

3.1 THE PROBLEMS
Nowadays, Web Mining as it seems neglects the problem of different languages and
dialects. Algorithms are designed, implemented and evaluated for English only. It is
obvious that a solution, which would be universal and applicable to any language is not
feasible, yet there is a difference between not seeing the problem and being aware of its
existence. In this paragraph we ask some questions, which we think may serve as
a starting point for making STC algorithm perform well in Polish and other languages.

3.1.1 STOP WORDS
Definition of
stop words

Stop words, also called stop terms, are those, which build the sentence, create its structure
but do not carry any information or meaning important to the domain field. For example,
sentences “Amiga was one of the best computers I've had” and “The finest computer I've worked
on was an Amiga” carry pretty much the same information but use a different vocabulary to
achieve the goal of informing about author's favorite machine. Stop words affect all termfrequency based information retrieval methods because they are language’s most common
constructs. For this reason we would like to remove, or tag them, so that the algorithm can
ignore their presence. Example stop words from the example above include terms “the”,
“was”, “of”, or “had”.

Stop words for
English and other
languages

Several good lists of common terms for English are widely available in the Internet.
As for other languages it is usually more difficult and specialized linguistic papers must be
consulted –example frequent terms list for Polish is given in [Kurcz et al., 90]. In our earlier
work [Pankau et al., 99] [Masłowska and Weiss, 00], we have proposed an automatic
method of building a list of common terms; another way is to extract them from a large
text corpus, like it will be discussed in chapter 3.2.3 on page 53.

Impact of stop words
on STC

The problem of finding good stop words may seem trivial at the first glance, but it is
not. In STC, stopped terms have a great impact on the results – if frequent and
meaningless terms are not ignored, they will create strong, single-term clusters and
obscure the quality groups, thus making the result appear nonsense. On the contrary, if
16

Data valid on June 2001
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too many terms are stopped, there is a danger that some of them may be what the users
will be looking for at some point of time.
STC and stop-words

Apart from using an explicit list of stop words, STC also penalizes terms, which
occur too frequently or almost not at all in the results. This approach is correct assuming
we have a fully reliable stemmer, which allows us to recognize a term in different forms.
Without it, clustering of sentences in Polish makes no sense since there are words, which
inflection includes more than ten different suffixes – all of them STC would consider
different terms and possibly ignore due to insufficient frequency in the text. Sadly, in our
experiments English stemmers showed to be of very ranging quality, while Polish
stemmers were not even available17.

3.1.2 WORD WEIGHTING
The tfidf function used by STC to assign weights to phrase terms (formula 2.3.4-6) is also
heavily dependant on the presence of a good stemming algorithm. Without unifying
different inflection forms of a word, the weight assigned to it will not relate to its real
frequency in the text.
Grouper’s
modification of tfidf
not applicable for notEnglish documents

The modification of formula 2.3.4-6, suggested in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99], which
replaces the inverse document frequency factor with statistical data extracted from the corpus
of Base1 documents, relies on the distribution of terms in that database. Base1 is a uniform
Web snapshot and as such contains documents in many languages, but if 90% of the Web
is in English, then the remaining 10% shared between other languages is not enough to be
a representative sample of terms distribution. Therefore a large text corpus would have to
be built specifically for every language the weighting formula should be applied to.
In Carrot we tried to use Base1 term frequencies, kindly published by Andy
McFarlane, but, unfortunately, to prepare the list, he extracted terms from Base1 using
a version of Lovins stemmer [Lovins, 68], so all not-English words were destroyed. In the
end we decided to use the original tfidf formula, with the idf factor taken from the
distribution of terms in the query result.

3.1.3 ORDER OF WORDS IN PHRASES
Suffix tree clustering was created according to an observation that language constructs,
such as phrases, may form better clusters than single words. This is true when the order of
words is what actually makes a phrase, like it is in English. However, it is not always the
case. For instance in Polish, the order of words in sentences is less strict, not implied by
17

A quasi-stemmer for Polish has been written for the requirements of this work, refer to chapter
3.2.4, page 55.
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grammar rules and used mostly for stylistic reasons - changing it often does not affect the
meaning of the sentence. Compare classic example from [Szpakowicz, 78]: “John hit Paul”
≠ “Paul hit John”, while in Polish “Jan uderzył Pawła” ≡ “Pawła uderzył Jan”18.
Frequent sets of words
as opposed to phrases

One solution, which may deal with this problem, is to use frequent sets of words,
instead of phrases. Such frequent sets would consist of words, which often occur together
in a sentence, but not necessarily in particular order or precedence. An important fact is
that algorithms for finding frequent itemsets in larger context are known and used widely
in data mining, especially in discovery of association rules [Agrawal et al., 96] [Agrawal et
al., 94]. This approach has already been applied in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] and showed to
be of lower quality than when phrases were applied. The study was made on English texts
only, and the judgment presented in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] would need to be supported
or refuted after conducting more experiments on other languages. From our experience
with Juicer [Pankau et al., 99], we can say that frequent sets discovered in textual data can
be of high quality and their use may in document clustering may yield very promising
results.
The best way of sentence analysis, which can be employed, is to use a syntactical
analyzer, so that the meaning of the phrase is actually known, not guessed. Yet these
methods are still too slow for deployment as online applications, especially with high
performance requirements.

3.1.4 STEMMERS
What is a stemmer?

Stemming algorithms (Pol. algorytmy lematyzacji), also called stemmers (Pol. lematyzatory),
are used to transform all different forms of a word, as given by particular language’s
inflection rules, to a common class, usually named a stem. The requirement is of course
that the stem of a word is identical for all of its inflection forms.

Figure 3.1.4-1
Examples of various
inflection forms

Stemmers for English

[absorb] : absorb | absorbable | absorbability | absorbed | absorbent
| absorber | absorbing ;
[poznaniak] : poznaniacy | poznaniaka | poznaniakami | poznaniakiem
| poznaniakom | poznaniakowi | poznaniaku | poznaniaków
| poznanianki ;

A number of stemmers were proposed for the English language: Paice stemmer, Lovins
stemmer [Lovins, 68] or, the most popular, Porter stemmer [Porter, 80]. All of them work as
finite-state machines - given a set of rules (states and transitions between them), they
identify a suffix of the word being processed (a state) and strip it if a matching transition is
found.

18

This example also shows how the use of a stemmer may lead to unification of phrases with
different meanings, see chapter 3.1.4.
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Stemming in
Information Retrieval

The process of stemming in information retrieval is slightly different in goals from
the point of view of linguistics. Firstly, suffixes are removed simply to improve the quality
of IR methods, so the stem of a word does not have to be a correct word itself, as long as it
distinguishes a class of some kind. A good illustration of it was given in [Porter, 80]:
Perhaps the best criterion for removing suffixes from two words W1 and W2 to
produce a single stem S, is to say that we do so if there appears to be no difference
between the two statements “a document is about W1” and “a document is about
W2”. So if W1=”CONNECTION” and W2=”CONNECTIONS” it seems very
reasonable to conflate them to a single stem. But if W1=”RELATE” and
W2=”RELATIVITY” it seems perhaps unreasonable, especially if the document
collection is concerned with theoretical physics. [Porter, 80]
For the reason above, STC in the version proposed in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99], uses a light
stemming algorithm – which is a tradeoff between conflating distinct terms and making
separate classes for related forms. Indeed a “too good” stemming algorithm may reduce
the quality of clusters found by STC, as shown in the example below.

Figure 3.1.4-2
Example of
a stemming algorithm
ruining the meaning
of a phrase

Lack of stemmers for
most languages

ORIGINAL SENTENCES:

JAN UDERZYŁ PAWŁA

≠

JANA UDERZYŁ PAWEŁ

STEMS

:

[JAN] : JAN | JANA
[UDERZYĆ] : UDERZYŁ
[PAWEŁ] : PAWŁA | PAWEŁ

AFTER STEMMING

:

[JAN] [UDERZYĆ] [PAWEŁ] ≡ [JAN] [UDERZYĆ] [PAWEŁ]

As we mentioned earlier in this chapter, a good process of stemming of the input
text has a significant influence on the clusters discovered by STC. In our experiments, we
took several stemming algorithms available in the Internet. The results showed, that even
two different implementations of Porter stemmer not always returned an identical form of
a word19. The choice of a good stemming algorithm is a crucial task in implementing STC,
and while in English we have a number of options to choose from, the stemming rules (not
to mention algorithms) in many other languages are not available. We faced this problem
when looking for a Polish stemmer, which we finally had to replace with our own quasistemmer proposal. Further details on this subject can be found in chapter 3.2.4, page 55.

3.1.5 MIXED LANGUAGES IN QUERY RESULT
When clustering search results, it is silently assumed that all returned references and
snippets are in one language, which, as reality shows, is not always true even for those

19

One of those must have been a wrong implementation of course, but it does not change the fact.
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services, which have the option of “filtering”20. In such case, the stemming process, which
is STC’s preliminary step, fails on terms originating from a language it was not designed
for, and in the end leads to unintuitive and messy phrases and clusters.

3.1.6 SYNONYMS
An interesting suggestion was made during Carrot’s evaluation – apart from using
a stemmer to identify classes of terms with similar meaning, the use of synonyms could also
improve the quality of clusters discovered by STC. A rationale for this is such, that people
usually use synonyms in writing to avoid clumsy grammar constructs (like frequent
repetitions). The distribution of term frequency in the document changes, yet the subject
remains the same – this would not be reflected in clusters found by STC, as it is based on
recurring phrases only. A dictionary of synonyms for every language makes this solution
a bit impractical, yet the results could be interesting.

3.2 DESIGN OF A QUASI-STEMMER FOR
THE POLISH LANGUAGE
Lack of free Polish
stemming algorithms

Polish belongs to a group of languages with fairly complex inflection rules. Since so,
Carrot required a good stemmer in order to be able to form clusters of good quality. The
survey we had made showed that, just unlike English, Polish stemming algorithms and
their implementations are kept behind a wall of copyright laws. We were wondering how
researchers, especially dealing with text processing, were able to deal with the problem of
inflection in the past, and found out nothing. Finally, we had the opportunity to consult
Mr Zygmunt Vetulani – an author of a Polish lemmatization engine [Vetulani, 98], and he
pointed out several reasons for this current state. Most of currently existing Polish
stemmers are dictionary-based – gathering necessary resources (dictionaries mostly) is an
expensive process, which takes a great deal of time and effort. Therefore researches are not
apt to share the results of their hard work and precious time, counting that, at some point
of time, somebody will purchase the ready-to-use product. Since the market for stemming
algorithms is very limited, such products usually tend to be waiting very long…

20

Google has an option to return only matching documents written in some, chosen by the user,
language.
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What hurts me personally is that I had a clear vision of the world of science being an
international community, where people share their experience for the sake of everyone
else’s progress. Yet, it appears that the community of scientists is ruled by the same rigid
rules of commercial business. In the end, we created a temporary solution – a quasistemmer based on the most frequent suffixes in Polish. The quasi-stemmer showed a fairly
good behavior when applied in Carrot, and the cooperation with Mr Vetulani may bear
fruit in the future use of an advanced Polish lemmatization engine.

3.2.1 DIFFICULTIES WITH INFLECTION IN POLISH
Polish inflection is rich – many affixes are typically added to words, signaling a change in
their grammatical functions. Szpakowicz lists seven grammatical categories [Szpakowicz,
86]:
a) przypadek (case) – mianownik, dopełniacz, celownik, biernik, narzędnik, miejscownik,
wołacz,
b) rodzaj

(gender) – męskoosobowy,

męskożywotny,

męskorzeczowy,

żeński,

nijaki,

przymnogi,
c) liczba (number) – pojedyncza, mnoga,
d) osoba (person) – pierwsza, druga, trzecia,
e) stopień (degree) – równy, wyższy, najwyższy,
f) tryb (mode) – oznajmujący, rozkazujący, warunkowy,
g) czas (tense) – przeszły, teraźniejszy, przyszły
Very often the suffix of a word determines its grammatical form [Tokarski, 93], which can
be used to build a fairly fast, dictionary-driven, morphological analyzer like SAM [Szafran,
01]. The problem is in the fact, that a single suffix often belongs to many different base
forms (stems), for instance: jajkami is a derivative of jajko, so the suffix “ami” should be
replaced with “o”, while plami is a form of “plamić”, and the stemming rule would of
course fail in this case. Vocal alternations are another difficulty – they change the stem of
a word, not only its suffix: wieźć – wozić (e:o), tort – torcik (t:ć).
In Polish, adding a suffix modifies not only the grammatical role of a word, like in
pracowity (adjective) – pracowitość (noun), but also sometimes the meaning, like in komin
(chimney) – kominiarz (chimney sweeper). In addition, suffixes are not the only part, which
may be subject to change – there are also prefixes (śmieszny – prześmieszny).
For all of the above reasons, writing an algorithmic stemmer in Polish is not a trivial
task. The stemmers available (commercially) on the market are usually based on
dictionaries [Vetulani, 98] (unlike in English, where finite-state machines are used). An
example of dictionary-based morphological analyzer (which also includes a stemming
algorithm) is given in chapter 3.2.2. However, dictionaries are by nature limited, and
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usually do not include names of places, things or people. We found this a significant
drawback, because names are what people very often look for in the Internet.

3.2.2 SAM – MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYZER
SAM is a morphological analyzer for Polish, written by Krzysztof Szafran at the Institute
of Informatics of Warsaw University. For a given word, SAM is able to specify the
grammatical form of that word and all of its possible base forms, like shown in figure
3.2.2-1.
Figure 3.2.2-1
An example session
with SAM, example
after [Szafran, 01]

SAM analiza> k
Uwaga na polskie znaki:
białka
białka
SAM analiza> a
Moje interpret.:
3 interpret. formy: białka
forma: ( G )
hasło: białek ( mIII )+
forma: ( GlN )
hasło: białko ( nII )+
forma: ( N )
hasło: białka ( "rIII )+

In the figure above, the word “białka” was recognized to be an inflection form of three base
terms: “białek”21, “białko”22, “białka”23.
The program uses a dictionary of all suffixes occurring in Polish – a monumental
work by Jan Tokarski [Tokarski, 93]. That dictionary, however, gives suffixes along with all
possible transformations to base forms, therefore SAM, after building the list of candidate
terms, validates them against a Polish dictionary of Doroszewski and displays only those,
which exist there.
Weaknesses of SAM

SAM seems like an ideal replacement for a Polish stemmer – not only it is able to
find a base form of a given word, but also it can tell its grammar form. At first, we were
very excited to use it and a Java wrapper for SAM was even written and incorporated into
Carrot. However, after a deeper analysis, a number of issues occurred, which made it
impossible to use the program in our system.

21
22

23

(Polish grammar form) dopełniacz liczby pojedynczej rzeczownika męskiego “białek”
(Polish grammar form) dopełniacz liczby pojedynczej albo mianownik liczby mnogiej rzeczownika
nijakiego “białko”
(Polish grammar form) mianownik liczby pojedynczej rzeczownika żeńskiego “białka”
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a) use of dictionaries
Paradoxically, the strongest point of SAM – use of dictionaries, became its weakest
side when used as a stemmer. In search result clustering, we often have words,
which are names of people or things. Doroszewski’s dictionary, despite its size
(approximately 120000 terms), contains only language terms, not names of objects,
places, people etc. On our request, Mr Szafran kindly included an option of
returning all base forms (even those not present in Doroszewski’s dictionary), yet it
was too late to make use of it in Carrot.
b) batch mode-only operation
SAM was written as a C program for Linux and DOS. It operates in two modes:
interactive, where commands are taken from the console, and batch, where the input
text is read and the analysis written to an external file. Working in batch mode, SAM
is able to process around 8000 words per second, however this processing is not
online, like we would require from a stemmer – words must be written to a file24,
program must be invoked (which takes a lot of processing time), and then the results
must be read and interpreted by some syntactical analyzer. This is a big overhead,
which renders SAM impractical for our application. If Krzysztof Szafran ever agrees
to distribute the program’s source code, a DLL library could be created and then
SAM would be much more friendly in terms of incorporating it into some other
people’s code.
c) slow
Slowness of SAM is a direct consequence of the batch mode, which includes so
many extra steps (invoking Win32 subsystem, reading words from file, writing to
file, syntactical analysis of the result). Without this overhead, the program would be
efficient enough.
d) multiple stems
Multiple stems returned by SAM are actually pretty inconvenient when in use by
information retrieval algorithms. A “golden path” would have to be found between
the choice of an arbitrary stem (which one?), and creation of artificial stem-classes,
which could contain more than one base form inside (this is not trivial because such
classes must meet requirements of an equivalence relation – reflexiveness,
symmetry, transitiveness and consistency).

24

Both input and output files have predefined names, which make it impossible to implement
parallel processing without a bottleneck of synchronizing SAM’s execution.
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3.2.3 POLISH LANGUAGE CORPUS
A language corpus (or corpora) is a set of written texts, which is big enough to allow
statistical processing. It should also contain a fairly uniform set of language’s constructs
and vocabulary, so that the analyses and conclusions are not distorted by the source the
texts were taken from.
Reasons for collecting
a language corpus

There were two goals for collecting a Polish language corpus: we needed a stopword list and a set of frequently occurring suffixes (for use in the stemmer). A language
corpus should be a good source of live vocabulary and grammar. Often, these
requirements rule out the use of technical or subject-profiled textual databases.
Newspapers can be an excellent example of such wide, commonly used spectrum of
grammar constructs and vocabulary and are indeed very often used to construct
a language corpus. We decided to use Rzeczpospolita’s article archives [Rzeczpospolita, 01]
because they were free25 and dated back to 1993, what made them very promising in terms
of corpus size.

Size of
Rzeczpospolita’s
archives

The summary size of all 170.402 downloaded articles reached 1.5Gb. After parsing
HTML to plain text, the archive counts 86.795.461 terms, 884.047 after removing
duplicates. A list of those terms along with the number of their occurrences in the
collection was created and analyzed; we will call it simply a frequency list.

Stop words

Stop words were extracted from the frequency list by taking top 200 words and
manual pruning of garbage terms, which were specific to Rzeczpospolita’s article layout.
In the end, the stop list contained 169 words, which covered only 0,02% of all unique
terms, but almost 30% of words occurring in the text (this is the cost of wrapping an
information into the structure of the Polish language).

Figure 3.2.3-1
Frequency
distribution of top 400
terms (first 8 omitted
for clarity)
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Suffix freqency
index

Another analysis performed on the frequency list, was to find out which suffixes
were most common in Polish. We built a generalized suffix tree of all terms in reverse
order, counted the number of terms indexed in each node and sorted them in descending
order. The path from the root to the node represented a common suffix - the results are
shown in figure 3.2.3-2.
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Figure 3.2.3-2
Most frequent suffixes
and their distribution

4371
4370
4361
4332
4272
4270
4247
4229
4218
4159
4155

Distribution of suffixes in Polish. Number of occurrences of each suffix is presented to the
right side of it. The chart shows number of occurrences in relation to the position of
a suffix in the frequency-sorted list.

Less scientific, yet
interesting –
curiosities about
Rzeczpospolita’s
archives

Such enormous collection of texts was a great opportunity to carry out some more
analyses of less scientific, but certainly interesting nature. A Reader not interested in such
curiosities may be willing to skip the remaining part of this chapter.
The most common word in the archive was a conjunction “w”, with twice as many
occurrences as the second “i”. The least common types of words were: typographical
errors (akcyjngo, mionem, argumnetów), lack of space between words (kulturowejtożsamości,
sąpodatki, wfederalnym), names (vogtsburg, youssufa, verkehrsgesellschaft), made-up words
(antyendeckości, aerokosmiczny, keyboardzistę), vulgarisms (gó…no – 27 times, k…a - 30 times,
przy…lę – 2 times). The highest rate of articles written per month was between 1994 and
1999, with a sudden drop in 1997 (see figure 3.2.3-3). The average size of an article in
Rzeczpospolita is about 8500 bytes. This amount of text per article must be some kind of
a guideline for authors, because as seen in figure 3.2.3-4, it has been pretty stable over the
years. Since the year 2000, the average size of an article went up to almost 10000 bytes.
Considering the drop in the number of articles published monthly during that time,
Rzeczpospolita must have changed either the graphical layout or thematic profile.

25

A legal permission was nonetheless acquired from Rzeczpospolita, which was kind enough to
grant it without any restrictions on scientific use.
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3.2.4 THE QUASI-STEMMER OF THE POLISH
LANGUAGE
The Polish quasi-stemmer, which we created is very basic, yet shows fairly good behavior
in the application it was designed for. We chose to disobey some of Polish inflection rules
and exceptions, and make a product, which, simple as it is, would provide at least a trace
of what a serious stemmer should be. The name quasi-stemmer reflects the fact, that our
algorithm is not able to return the stem of a word. Yet, given two words, it will say yes or
no to the question whether they can be considered inflection forms of a common stem.
The definition of
a quasi-stemmer

Having extracted most frequent suffixes from the Rzeczpospolita’s text corpus, we
made this assumption, which in fact defines the quasi-stemmer: two words may be
considered identical, if they contain a common prefix, which is at least N characters long, and the
suffixes created by stripping that prefix exist in the predefined lookup table. For instance
“żołnierzyki” and “żołnierze” have a common prefix “żołnierz” and suffixes “yki” and “e”.
The lookup table was constructed from the frequent suffixes found in the text corpus - we
manually chose 479 entries to serve this purpose.
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The stemmer presented above does not fulfill the requirements of an equivalence
relation (reflexiveness, symmetry, transitiveness, consistency), specifically – it is not
transitive. Consider this example:
Figure 3.2.4-1
Three words for which
the equivalence
relation is not
transitive

equal_stem( formacji , forma ) Æ TRUE
form:acji form:a,
suffix “acji” present in lookup table
suffix “a” present in lookup table
equal_stem( forma , forum ) Æ TRUE
for:ma
for:um
suffix “ma” present in lookup table
suffix “um” present in lookup table
equal_stem( forum , formacji ) Æ FALSE
for:um
for:macji
suffix “um” present in lookup table
suffix “macji” not present in lookup table

Lack of transitivity forced us to make artificial stemming classes. Equivalence relation
between these classes is fulfilled, yet it may sometimes happen that a term is assigned to
a wrong class, as in the example below.
Figure 3.2.4-2
Example of stem
classes, wrong
assignment
underlined

adwokacki

:

adwokaccy adwokacka adwokackich adwokackie
adwokackiego adwokackiej adwokackiemu
adwokackim adwokackimi adwokacką

afiliować

:

afiliowana afiliowane afiliowanego afiliowanej afiliowani
afiliowanie afiliowano afiliowany afiliowanych
afiliowanym afiliowanym afiliowanymi afiliowaną

biletowy

:

biletowa biletowe biletowego biletowej biletowi biletowy
biletowych biletowymi biletów

żyto

:

życie życiem żyt żyta żytem żytem żyto

As it is seen in figure 3.2.4-2, words inside the classes26 have much in common,
however wrong assignments also occur żyto (rye) and życie (life). This is understandable,
considering how simple the algorithm is. Yet, we found out that in most cases it served our
goals very well and further improvements were not planned.
One of the advantages of our quasi-stemmer over dictionary-based approaches, is
that the quasi-stemmer can identify different inflection forms of names of things, or people.
This is particularly useful in case of search results, when names appear frequently and in
different forms.

26

Full list of stem classes found in Rzeczpospolita’s text corpus is available on Carrot’s CD, included
with this thesis.
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Chapter 4

CARROT
Rationale for
development of Carrot

There were a number of reasons why we decided to create our own implementation of
a post-retrieval clustering engine27. First of all, no other system had been published in
source code, so there was no chance of extending somebody else’s work with our ideas.
We also wanted the system to be built in Java because it is an excellent language for
embedding new ideas and complex algorithms, while avoiding being cluttered by
pointers, memory management and endless reimplemening of basic data structures like
hash maps, vectors or bitsets. The third rationale was that we wanted Carrot to become
freely distributable source code project, which could be extended, modified or simply run
and evaluated by other researchers. An enormous amount of work has been put in
Carrot’s development, and it would be a great pity if other people were forced to go
through the same tedious elements of the system again.
Carrot was designed and written by a single person in the period of 3 months. Such
quick development influenced the engineering process, which lacked extensive testing
phase and preparation of exhaustive documentation. However, Carrot was thought as
a modular, open system and introducing changes should be a relatively easy task.
In this chapter, we will present the technical side of the system and a quick
overview of the user interface. Further, we will show the results of an end-user evaluation
and the conclusions drawn from it.

4.1 DESIGN CHOICES
Architecture of Carrot was designed in Unified Modeling Language (UML) [Booch et al.,
99] [OMG, 01] [Eriksson and Penker, 98] – use case model was created, actors and system
27

Carrot should be available at http://www-idss.cs.put.poznan.pl/carrot
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functions were distinguished. Unfortunately, as it usually is the case when time constraints
generate friction with documentation neatness, the UML model was abandoned after some
time. Nevertheless, the modularity, which was present in the concept, has been preserved
and Carrot is an open system.

4.1.1 LANGUAGE OF IMPLEMENTATION
Why Java?

Java was chosen as the language of implementation. There are a number of advantages,
speaking in favor of this particular language:
a) Enforced OOP, modularity of architecture
Java enforces Object Oriented Programming and good programming practices by
restrictions put on design of classes (one class - single file), and interfaces.
b) Ready-to-use data structures
Java Developer Kit comes with a set of most commonly used data structures like
bitsets, vectors, hash tables or trees. The programmer may focus on the actual task,
not on implementation details. Needles to say, the software is less error prone,
because JDK classes have been thoroughly tested.
c) Host independence
Java may run on several different operating systems and processors. Carrot was
written under Windows 2000, but deployed on Sun’s Solaris server, running SPARC
processor. Changing the platform was only a matter of copying files and setting up
environment variables for JAVA.
d) Internationalization
Support for Unicode and other international features are core part of the language.
e) Java Web (and other) technologies
Java technologies and packages, such as Java Beans, Java Servlet Pages, JCup, JLex,
or MailAPI facilitate the process of writing complex applications. Yet again, the
programmer may focus on actual system’s code, not being distracted by
networking, protocols, graphical user interface details etc. Moreover, components
and packages usually have the necessary specification of interfaces, and the actual
implementation is vendor-specific. Therefore one may use freely distributable
classes at the stage of development and, if needed, switch effortlessly to more
advanced or faster commercial components in the future.
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f) Runtime checks
Java performs runtime verification of array indices, memory limits, heap overruns,
provides easy and reliable mechanism of exceptions and errors, thus causing
majority of bugs to be immediately visible and easily traceable.
The only drawback may be the speed of processing, which is much slower than in
languages like C or C++. However, we think reliability and clarity is much more important
than speed, especially at this stage of the project. Besides, the time taken by clustering was
insignificant when compared to downloading the snippets from Google. It must be
strongly stressed that we understand the requirements of incremental processing and
speed, we just argue if such optimizations are really worth spending time on, when so
many issues regarding the algorithm are still waiting to be improved.

4.1.2 USER INTERFACE
All of Carrot’s user-interface is Web-based. A set of Java Servlet Pages (JSP) pages handle
user’s query, redirect it to Carrot’s core and, after the processing has been finished, format
the result. JSP pages automatically detect the language of user’s browser, and set up
a corresponding user interface28.
Figure 4.1.2-1
The relation between
string locales, JSP
code and the parsed
HTML page

In terms of graphical layout, Carrot mimics a great deal of Google, which has been
awarded many times for excellent, clear and concise presentation of information on their
Web pages. We think a good example is worth following – cluttered layouts discourage
users even before they have a chance to use the system (see figure 4.1.2-2 on page 60).

28

At the moment only Polish and English are supported. Adding a new user interface language is
a matter of writing a property file (which is trivial).
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Technical solutions HTTP server

As for technical solutions, Carrot is deployed on Jakarta’s Tomcat HTTP server and
Servlet/ JSP host. Tomcat handles everything regarding the HTTP connection with Carrot
user’s browser: it accepts the connection, locates the JSP page requested, compiles it to
a Java class and dynamically loads and invokes its methods29. Such solution released us
from writing a Web server. Moreover, Tomcat is also written in Java and can be deployed
on any platform where a Java Virtual Machine is present. This makes Carrot fully hostindependent.

Figure 4.1.2-2
An example of
cluttered (Excite) and
crystal-clear (Google)
user interface

An example of cluttered interface of Excite and clear and concise one of Google’s.

4.1.3 SUFFIX TREES
The construction
algorithm used in
Carrot

Two different implementations of suffix tree construction algorithms were written –
Ukkonen’s online algorithm [Ukkonen, 95] and a suffix array – based method presented in
[Dorohonceanu and Nevill-Manning, 00]. An online implementation was chosen for Carrot
after the preliminary tests showed that the amount of memory consumed by the tree of 400
snippets is not big enough to cause a memory-swapping disaster30. The implementation of
Ukkonen’s algorithm is nicely put into a generic object, which can be subclassed to obtain
additional functionality (as shown in figure 4.1.3-1).

Figure 4.1.3-1
Class diagram of
util.suffixtrees
package

SuffixTree
SuffixableElem
ent
(from suffixtrees)

An interface of an object, which
can be inserted into a tree.

29

30

Generalized
SuffixTree

TraceableGST

JSP files are compiled and loaded only at the time of first access, then reside in system’s memory
and handle queries without being recreated again (unless the source JSP file changes, when they
are automatically refreshed).
These tests were performed on a Pentium III, 256MB machine
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An interesting feature of this implementation is that virtually any object, which
implements SuffixableElement interface, can be inserted into a tree. This allows building
trees for sentences, words and any other items. TraceableGST is a derivation of GST, which
dumps the state of a tree to a picture in each step of the algorithm (pictures in appendix C
were generated using this class).

4.1.4 DATASOURCES
Carrot’s model system – Grouper – processed data obtained directly from HuskySearch
meta-search engine. It was clear this would not be the case in Carrot, as we had no direct
access to any service of this kind. Therefore a data source was specified as Java interface,
which precisely states what kind of services an object must provide in order to be used by
Carrot. Briefly, the interface, named DocReferencesDatasource, must be able to process
a query, represented by DatasourceQuery object and return a ResultSet object with a set of
DocReferences.
Figure 4.1.4-1
Architecture of
datasource interfaces
in Carrot

System core layer _________________________________________________

Query cache is
also at this
level

QueryManager

instantiates
Int erface specification layer __________________________________________

DatasourceQuery

ResultSet
DocReference
Datasource

1

n
DocReference

Implementation layer _______________________________________________
Implements
GoogleDatasource

CachedGoogle
Datasource

MultithreadedGoo
gleDatasource

Implementation-independence is what makes this design so nice. We could replace
Google with any other search service, or even kind of service capable of returning a set of
document references, and the system would work without altering a single line of code.
Why Google?

The choice of Google as a data source for development and evaluation was based
mostly on personal experience, but not only. Google has shown an outstanding dynamics
in business and technical growth and is now the leading search service on the Web
[SearchEngineWatch, 01]. It is appreciated for its clear and direct interface, accurateness of
the results and superb extra features. Cache function, displayed next to a returned
document’s reference is perhaps the most useful one. A user can always see the document,
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even if it has long since been removed from the Web, additionally Google highlights the
keyword used in the query, as shown in figure 4.1.4-2.
Figure 4.1.4-2
Google’s cache
function and a
returned cached
document

Martin Porter’s stemming algorithm implementation, obtained from Google’s cache.
Highlighted keywords “reported, gonzalo, parra” occur below the visible part of the
document.

Searching inside specified domains is another superb feature – one may look for
documents containing words “Dawid Weiss” and request only those documents, which
start with a certain URL, like “www.man.poznan.pl”. Seeking for documents pointing to
some other document is useful if, for instance, we want to find out how many people have
links to our personal Web page. Google has many more of such “gadgets”, which if
successful, quickly spread to other search engines. It is also very fast with typical
processing time of less than a second. But perhaps the most important fact speaking in
favor of Google was the simple and structured HTML code of its pages, which made the
writing of an automated wrapper a relatively easy task (see appendix A, page 115).
Service wrappers

Wrappers are used to access data of those services, which make their resources
available through Web pages31 only. These services usually use different interfaces and
query formats - wrappers provide a way of dealing with all of them using some uniform
programming interface. For example, Carrot’s datasource interface includes only one
functional element: retrieveQueryResult. In other words, the only information Carrot needs is

31

In other words, the service operates only via connectionless HTTP protocol.
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a list of references to documents, which is a result of performing a query. Wrappers
transform the query to some particular service’s format, retrieve the result and convert it

Carrot

Query

(core system
routines)
Result

Uniform interface

to the uniform interface, as shown in figure 4.1.4-3 on the example of Carrot.
Figure 4.1.4-3
A set of wrappers
provide uniform
programming
interface to various
search engines

wrapper for
service A

A-specific query

Service A

A-specific results

wrapper for
service B

B-specific query

Service B

B-specific results

Wrappers convert queries and results to/from a service-specific format.

The need for writing wrappers is caused solely by the fact, that online services are
usually designed for use by human consumers of information, for whom formatting and
layout play a crucial role in the understanding and fast comprehension of the message. In
case of automated data consumers, these elements are redundant as shown in figure
4.1.4-4.
Query analysis

Human data consumer

Figure 4.1.4-4
The role and position
of a data wrapper
compared to a human
consumer of
information

asks

ery
a qu

Query page
Building the
result

int
e
Service user info rpre
rm ts
ati
on

Set of HTML pages with results

Automated data consumer

Service's
back-end
resources

Wrapping
result into
HTML

builds a query URL
or generates prefilled query page

Query/ Result type of Web service

Query analysis

Data consumer
(usually a program)
Builting the
result
service
wrapper
separates data
from presentation
Set of HTML pages with results

Wrapping
result into
HTML

Service's
back-end
resources
Query/ Result type of Web service

The separation of actual data from its presentation is called an unwrapping process
– it usually involves stripping of the formatting and layout elements of a HTML page, as
shown in figure 4.1.4-5.
How to construct a
wrapper?

A wrapper for a particular service must therefore know which elements are not part
of data, and may be ignored. Also, it must know where the data fields start and end to
properly extract them from the code of an HTML page. In case of search services, a typical
scenario is to use regular expressions, which tell the wrapper after which HTML element
a certain field starts and where it ends. For instance, in figure 4.1.4-5, the title field starts
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after the tag <A HREF=.*> and ends at the first occurrence of </A>32. Knowing this,
a complete grammar for parser generators, like YACC or JCup33, can be written and used
to analyze the result sent by a search service. An example grammar for Google results
page is presented in appendix A.
Figure 4.1.4-5
Separation of
information from
presentation – HTML
tags are not part of the
message and are
redundant

PRESENTATION (source HTML code sent by the service)

N

INFORMATION (stripped from formatting elements)

TIO
AC
TR )
EX ING
N
IO PP
AT R A
RM NW
FO (U
IN

PRESENTATION (as seen in the Web browser)

ING
ER S
S
ND
RE OCE
PR

The information as returned by an online service (in this example, a fragment of Carrot’s
ranked-list HTML code is used). The version rendered by HTML browser on the left, and
extracted pure information on the right.

Automatic wrapper
construction

Ideally, we would like wrappers to be universal tools, which could be used for any
type of search service on the Web. Unfortunately, due to differences in interfaces and
query formats, a wrapper for each service usually includes some manual coding. This,
even though relatively easy, is a tedious task and interesting proposals for automatically
constructed wrappers have been suggested in literature [Kushmerick, 97] [Kushmerick, 99].

4.1.5 QUERY CACHE
The cache used in
Carrot

A typical user session with Carrot includes typing the query and browsing through the
phrases and clusters found. Our experiments showed that the cost of downloading data from
Google was 10 to 30 times longer than the cost of clustering. Therefore a query cache was
introduced, which keeps several number (10 in our experiments) of pre-processed
ResultSet objects ready to be reused. A small design consideration, but greatly enhanced
the comfort of using the system. Currently, the cache implementation in Carrot is very
simple and stores query result in main memory. With recent advances in Java technology,
objects can be serialized34 to XML and stored, for instance, in a relational database. In such

32
33
34

“.*” element denotes any sequence of characters.
JCup is a parser generator for Java.
Serialization is a process of writing/ reading of object’s state. Java provides very convenient
mechanisms of serialization, which include very little effort from the programmer.
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case the cache could possibly grow very large without any impact on memory
consumption.

4.2 USER INTERFACE AND FUNCTIONALITY
In this chapter we will present the functionality and main elements of user interface
currently implemented in Carrot. For a more comprehensive user manual, please refer to
Carrot’s online help35, which is also included in appendix E.

4.2.1 STARTING THE SEARCH PROCESS
Clear and simple, Carrot’s main page (figure 4.2.1-1) provides links to all functionality
needed to start the search process or alter system’s behavior. The use of Carrot is very
much like using any other search service – a user must type a query in the designated text
input field and press

ENTER

key, or

SEARCH

button. The system will respond promptly,

displaying search results.
Figure 4.2.1-1
Carrot’s main page,
description of
interface elements in
the picture to the right

Carrot’s main page (to the left). User interface elements marked in the grayed picture on
the right side of the figure. The user types a query in the text box and submits it by either
pressing enter key, or search button. A configuration reflecting the query must be chosen
before it is submitted.

The syntax of a query

We do not specify the exact syntax of the query, which can be submitted to Carrot,
because such syntax would violate the open architecture of data sources. In general, Carrot
does not need to know what type of queries the data source plugin may, or may not
process, as long as it returns a list of matching documents in an uniform fashion, which
was nicely illustrated in figure 4.1.4-3, on page 63.
35

As on June 23, 2001 online help is provided in Polish only. Translation is pending.
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As of the time being, the Google data sources (described below) support all types of
queries, which can be submitted to Google (i.e. no transformation is made – the query is
sent literally as it has been typed). This, among other features, includes phrases – lists of
keywords enclosed in quotation marks. For instance the query »“pearl harbor”« will
retrieve documents, which contain the exact phrase, whereas »pearl harbor« will find those
documents, which contain the word “pearl” and “harbor”, but not necessarily adjacent.
Google uses the logical AND between keywords – for more advanced query operators,
please refer to Google’s online help36.
Choosing runtime
configuration

An important thing the user must not forget is to choose the runtime configuration
in which Carrot will process the results of the query. Such configuration consists of a data
source, stemming engine and list of stop words.

Data sources
implemented in
Carrot

Data sources are used to retrieve search results for the query typed on Carrot’s main
page. At the time of writing this document, 5 different data sources are available, however
they all actually retrieve results from Google, only differ in the technical implementation.
1) English Google-M
Redirects the query to Google and downloads all result pages simultaneously. Google
allows a maximum of 100 references on a single results page – Carrot usually
requires about 400 documents to work on, therefore 4 queries are necessary. Data
sources tagged with “-M” implement a multithreaded model – one thread for each
results page is created, thus the complete results are available much faster37. This
data source downloads documents in English and for an English query.
2) English Google-L
Downloads Google’s result pages in sequential order, left for comparison with the
(added later in the project) Google-M version.
3) Polish Google-M
Same as English Google-M, but downloads documents in Polish and for Polish queries.
4) Polish Google-L
Same as Polish Google-M, but downloads results in sequential order.
5) Cached Google
This data source is actually a fake because it does not perform any search on the
Web. We anticipate that at some point in the future, Google will change the layout
36
37

Google’s online help is available at: 2001, http://www.google.com/help/
This design is actually not the optimal one, as shown in [Pinkerton, 00], and may lead to
exhaustive use of server’s resources. Implementation of optimal data source wrapper should be
relatively easy with Carrot’s pluggable-datasource model.
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of their Web pages, and the wrapper’s grammar will be no more able to parse the
search results. We cannot predict when this will happen and whether there will be
anyone to update the wrapper, hence we decided to make some queries available in
case a presentation of Carrot’s functionality is needed. We downloaded Google’s
results38 for some example queries and saved them in the project’s internal folder.
Cached Google is not sensitive to the query’s language. The list of cached queries is
available on Carrot’s CD.
The user must not forget to choose a data source, which reflects the language of the query
he/she is submitting - this can be easily done by selecting one of preset configurations,
described late in this chapter.
Stemmers

Another important element of Carrot’s runtime configuration is the choice of
a stemmer (described in details in chapter 3.1.4, page 47). We included 3 different
stemming algorithms for English, one for Polish and left the possibility of not stemming
the results at all. The three English stemmers are all implementations of Martin Porter’s
algorithm [Porter, 80]. The reason we include all of them is because they vary in speed of
processing and sometimes even differ in the results – we leave the choice of a particular
implementation to the user. The description of stemmers available in Carrot is given
below.
a) Martin’s Porter (en)
The original implementation of Mr Martin Porter, as available on his Web page
(2001, http://www.tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer/index.html).
This stemmer is the fastest and perhaps the most accurate (after all, it’s the author
who implemented it).
b) Glasgow Porter (en)
A version of Porter Stemmer, implemented by Fotis Lazarinis of Glasgow
University. Twice slower than Martin’s implementation, but returns the same
results.
c) John’s Porter (en)
John Keyes claims it is an implementation of Porter’s algorithm, yet its results very
often differ to what the other two English stemmers return. However, we include it
for reference.

38

We used a command-line tool, included with Carrot’s development, which can be invoked by
typing “java shell.GoogleCacher” (Carrot’s classes must be added to CLASSPATH).
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d) Prosty stemmer (pl)
The quasi-stemmer for the Polish language, which we have written for use in Carrot
(see chapter 3.2.4, page 55 for detailed explanation).
e) No stemming
A “fake” stemmer, which makes every distinct sequence of characters appear
a different stem. This “no-stemmer” applies to both English and Polish of course as
it does not affect any word. Use with caution – for instance plurals will be
considered different terms (apple ≠ apples).
There are many other stemming algorithms, notably Paice and Lovins stemmers. Yet we
had not found any Java implementation on the Web and because of time constraints, never
implemented any of them for use in Carrot. However, adding a new stemmer to Carrot is,
just as it was the case with datasources, a trivial task because of the specified stemmer
interface (refer to the source code on Carrot’s CD, package util.text.stemmer).
Stop words

Finally, the user should choose whether to use a stop-words list (refer to chapter 3.1.1,
page 45 for explanation of the term stop-words and their influence on results). We
constructed a list of stop-terms for Polish and English and left an option of not using any
of them, if requested.
a) English stop-list
The English terms were collected from various Web resources and supplemented
with terms frequently occurring on Web pages, like “online”, “dowload” or “page”.
b) Polska stop-lista
Polish stop-terms were constructed using the corpus of Polish texts we have
collected for this thesis (refer to chapter 3.2.3, page 53).
c) No stopwords
This option forces Carrot not to ignore any terms during the clustering of query
results. If used, many “junk” clusters and phrase-clusters will be discovered, like
“the” or “is” in case of English results, and “jest” or “w” in case of Polish.

The choice of
preset
configuration

The selection of runtime configuration can be achieved in two ways: one of preset
options can be chosen from the drop box just above the query input field (see 4.2.1-2).
These are basic configurations, suitable for use with Polish and English Google and precached queries – they have been added after the feedback from Carrot online users,
complaining for time-wasting need of switching the configuration in the preferences page.
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Table 4.2.1-2
Quick configurations

Preset configurations
Quick configuration name
English (cached)
Polish (cached)
English (google)
Polish (google)
options-configuration

Datasource
Cached Google
Cached Google
English Google-M
English Google-M
as in user preferences

Stemmer
Martins Porter (en)
Prosty Stemmer (pl)
Martins Porter (en)
Prosty Stemmer (pl)
as in user preferences

Stop words
English Stop-list
Polska Stop-lista
English Stop-list
Polska Stop-lista
as in user preferences

For an advanced control over the clustering process, the user should choose
CONFIGURATION

OPTIONS-

drop box menu item – a customized set of data source, stemmer and stop

words chosen on the preferences page is then used.
The preferences page allows full customization of all the above parameters as well
as specific STC algorithm thresholds and is a powerful tool to adjust the system to
personal needs – detailed description of elements available on preferences page is given in
chapter 4.2.3, on page 75.

4.2.2 VIEWING THE SEARCH RESULTS
Carrot provides three different views for browsing the search results: ranked list, clustered
and dynamic index view.
Ranked list view

A ranked list view is basically what the data source returned in response to the
query, usually an ordered list of references to documents.

Figure 4.2.2-1
Carrot’s ranked list
view

A ranked list view for a query in Polish “uczenie maszynowe” (machine learning). As it
is shown, a single document reference is composed of three elements – a title, a snippet
and an URL address.

The ranked list interface was included in Carrot because we think that users are used to
seeing search results in this format and any other view could potentially confuse them.
[Zamir and Etzioni, 99] tried to avoid this problem by advertising clusters – showing an
extra window with the strongest clusters found (see figure 4.2.2-2).
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Figure 4.2.2-2
Grouper II presents
a ranked list of
documents, but also
“advertises” the
strongest clusters
found (top right
corner)

Proliferation of
structural phrases

In our experiments, even the strongest clusters (in terms of the STC score) very often
showed to be of average usefulness to the user due to the influence of structural phrases,
introduced later in this chapter. We can speculate if it was a matter of proper adjustments
of STC’s thresholds, or maybe some other factors, such as different from Grouper’s stop
list and keyword weighting function. But the fact is that we were not able to reach the level
of Grouper’s clusters accuracy and since so we decided not to advertise them and leave the
decision of which view is the most useful to the user.
Another advantage of the ranked list view is that the results can be shown
immediately after they are downloaded from the data source, while the clustering (or
processing in general) may still be running in the background. The user may start
examining documents in the ranked list, while the clusters are being prepared. Advertised
clusters could also be easily incorporated in this model with dynamic positioning of
elements available in new versions of HTML – the box with advertised groups would be
physically at the end of the page’s code (so that the engine has more time to prepare them),
yet they would be displayed on top of it.

Clustered view

Merged phrase clusters are presented in a clustered view. Carrot displays groups in
descending order of the sum of STC scores (see chapter 2.3.4 on page 37) assigned to its
base clusters. Such order reflects the number of documents in a cluster, length of phrases
building its description and importance of those terms in those phrases (assuming we have
used the tfidf weighting formula - see chapter 2.3.4).
Each group is composed of a description, a list of representative documents and an
information line showing the number of documents inside a cluster.
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Figure 4.2.2-3
Example of Carrot’s
clustered view of
search results

Each cluster displayed by Carrot contains a description (most informative among the
phrases it groups), three most representative documents from inside the cluster and an
information line. Note the DISPLAY ALL label, which is used to display all of cluster’s
documents (clicking on a phrase displays only documents with that phrase).

The description of a group is a list of supposedly the most informative phrases and is built
using the heuristics proposed in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] and [Zamir and Etzioni, 98b]. The
algorithm follows three steps:
Choice of cluster’s
descriptive phrases
(after [Zamir and
Etzioni, 99])

a) Word overlap
If a phrase has more than 60% of its non-stopped words appearing in another
phrase of higher coverage39, it will not be displayed.
b) Sub and super phrases
STC often finds phrases that are sub- of super strings of other phrases (for instance
“George Bush”, “Bush” and “President George Bush”). A sub-phrase always has
a higher coverage than its super-phrase, but the super-phrase is usually more
specific and therefore more informative. For each phrase we determine whether it
has a sub-phrase or a super-phrase among the other phrases of the cluster. If it has
no sub-phrase, it is designated as a most-general phrase; if no super-phrase exists, it
is designated as a most-specific phrase. Phrases neither most specific, nor most
general will not be displayed in cluster’s description.

39

Coverage is the percent of all collection documents contained by a base cluster - refer to chapter
2.3.4, page 37 for details.
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c) Most general phrase with low coverage
In cases where a most-general phrase adds little to the coverage of its corresponding
most-specific phrase, we will prefer more specific phrase as it is usually more
informative - the most-general phrase will not be displayed then. For example, let
the phrase “President George Bush” exist in 60% of documents in the search result
(coverage 60%). If the phrase “George Bush” had the coverage of 65%, it would not
be displayed, because it exists in only 5% documents more than the most specific
phrase.
Dynamic index
view

A dynamic index shows phrases, which occur frequently in the search result. The
difference between dynamic and clustered view is that only phrases are shown – no
references to documents, or any other information is displayed (see figure 4.2.2-4 on page
73). We therefore gain much space and can display many more phrases hoping that the
user will easily ignore irrelevant ones, focusing on those of interest [Zamir and Etzioni,
99]. Technically, the dynamic index is built from base clusters – an intermediate data
structure of STC algorithm40 – by not performing the merge phase and displaying raw
frequent sequences of words, only pruned from sub/ super phrases (the heuristic proposed
in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] is described further in this chapter).

The advantages of
dynamic view over
clustered view

There are several reasons why dynamic index is sometimes more valuable then the
clustered view:
a) Structural phrases clutter up quality clusters
Quite often, STC will discover meaningless phrases, which often occur on Web
pages, like “download link” or “last updated on”. These structural phrases [Zamir
and Etzioni, 99], are hard to identify and when merged with quality clusters,
decrease their value to the user. Getting rid of structural phrases is a significant
problem, which still awaits a solution – the quickest method is to add words like
“download”, or “updated” to a stop-words list, however such solution is not
without a number of drawbacks; most notably, such words will never form any
other phrase groups.
b) Uniform distribution of documents (no clusters)
When the query is very specific, “natural” clusters may not exist in the result
because of uniform distribution of phrases among all documents. When this is the
case, merged clusters may confuse the user. Oren Zamir proposes to sum the scores
of three “top scoring” clusters and if this figure does not exceed a certain threshold,
consider clusters meaningless [Zamir and Etzioni, 99]. We think this measure is too

40

Refer to chapter 2.3.4, page 37 for details on STC algorithm.
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simple because in case of many valuable clusters, such sum would not reach the
threshold, hiding relevant information from the user. Besides, the score is calculated
basing mostly on the coverage in the document set, and is not a straightforward
indication of the value of a cluster to the user.
c) A large number of clusters discovered
The number of discovered base clusters (phrases) and therefore clusters grows
proportionally to the number of retrieved results of a query. Since we do not want to
replace browsing of a ranked list with browsing of clusters, some other presentation
must be introduced to handle large document sets. A hierarchical presentation,
proposed in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] addresses this issue, but it is rather a “patch” of
the “flat” STC’s merging phase than an innovation to the algorithm. An ideal
solution is part of Vivisimo, where the hierarchy is shown as a tree; currently STC
has no option of hierarchical clustering.
Dynamic index addresses some of the above issues. First of all, it does not merge phrases
into groups, so structural and irrelevant phrases can be simply ignored by the user.
A concise presentation can display up to 40 phrases on a single browser page – this makes
the process of browsing results much simpler (and faster since users can effortlessly skip
meaningless phrases).
Figure 4.2.2-4
Carrot’s dynamic
index of phrases

A dynamic index for query “uczenie maszynowe” (“machine learning”). Phrases have been
pruned with the heuristics proposed in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] – 17 phrases have been
hidden. Selecting any of the phrases in the dynamic view, displays only those documents,
which contain that phrase (refer to figure 4.2.2-5, page 74).

Choosing quality
phrases for dynamic
index

The only problem with dynamic index is that, as mentioned before, it is often littered with
sub or super phrases. Another greedy algorithm was outlined in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99],
which should supposedly eliminate this effect, as well as balance the tradeoff between
high quality phrases (those having highest STC score) and phrases with high coverage of
documents in the result. First, phrases are sorted according to their score. Then, the
algorithm processes the phrases in descending order, greedily selecting a phrase if its
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documents do not overlap with any previously selected phrase’s documents by more than
a certain threshold α. This routine is repeated for several different values of α, so that the
best tradeoff is chosen between the sum of scores of selected phrases and their coverage in
the document set.
We have found out that this greedy algorithm has a tendency of selecting short,
strong phrases and hiding the long ones. Because it is just the opposite of what STC was
meant for, we decided to temporarily include a view of all phrases found and maybe
include some more advanced phrase selection procedure in the future.
The dynamic index
accessible directly
from the clustered
view

Grouper allowed narrowing of search result by displaying only documents found
inside a particular cluster. In Carrot we introduced a novel element, which is a link
between the dynamic index of phrases and the view of cluster documents. A user may
narrow the displayed results to only those found in a specific cluster by clicking on the
DISPLAY ALL

label (found next to the cluster’s description). But he can also click on any

particular phrase forming the cluster, which is exactly as if the phrase was chosen from the
dynamic index, and limit the displayed documents to only those containing that phrase.
Figure 4.2.2-5
Relations and
navigation between
Carrot’s views

Possible transitions between Carrot views of results. A novel element is the possibility of
choosing a phrase from the clustered view, which immediately transfers the user to the
“phrase view” – view of documents, which contain that phrase.

We have found this feature especially useful when some noise phrases were merged
with quality ones to form a cluster – it is possible to immediately display only, what we
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call a “phrase view” – only those documents, which contain that phrase. Relations between
views are depicted in figure 4.2.2-5.

4.2.3 CUSTOMIZING CARROT
Both Carrot’s interface and STC engine settings can be tuned to individual user’s needs.
Preferences page provides a set of controls for customization of interface language,
presentation layout, runtime STC configuration (data source, stemmer, stop words) and
almost all possible thresholds, which affect the results produced by the clustering engine.
Carrot’s configuration
options

Configuration options are divided into logical groups, which provide control over
separate areas of Carrot’s functionality (see figure 4.2.3-1). These groups and their
influence on clustering results are shortly explained below.

Figure 4.2.3-1
Carrot’s preferences
page (in Polish and
English)

a) General settings (Pol. ustawienia ogólne)
These settings control perhaps the most important part of the STC algorithm – the
choice of a data source, stemmer and stop-words list. These options have already
been explained in chapter 4.2.1 (page 65).
The number of retrieved references, which constitute the source of the clustering
process, is also very important. If too few snippets are retrieved, the discovered
groups will be less informative, and perhaps the spectrum of subjects is going to be
narrower. If too many results are retrieved, the clustering process may take a longer
time and proliferation of unimportant phrases may occur.
This group of options also contains switches, which control Carrot’s interface
language and an “expert mode”, which displays technical information about the
STC algorithm such as the number of base clusters, coverage, all of cluster phrases
etc.
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The user may also disable the use of query cache. This option will significantly slow
down the interaction with Carrot since the results will be downloaded each time
a new page is displayed (even for a transition between different views of the same
query).
b) Ranked list presentation [options] (Pol. Ustawienia dla listy rankingowej)
The only aspect of a ranked list view, which subjects to any control, is the number of
documents displayed on a single page.
c) Clustered presentation [options] (Pol. Ustawienia dla widoku grup dokumentów)
Besides the obvious and self-explanatory settings like the number of groups
displayed on a single page, or the number of phrases included in the description of
a cluster, one option requires a closer look. “Documents chosen for cluster sample”
indicates which of cluster’s documents will be displayed in an abbreviated form on
the clustered view. Possible choices include those documents, which are the highest
on the ranked list (as returned by the data source), or those, which cover most of the
cluster phrases. The difference between those options lies in the fact that a ranked
list reflects the relevance to the query, while the coverage of phrases indicates which
documents fit best into the description of a cluster.
d) STC algorithm thresholds (Pol. Progi sterujące algorytmem STC)
This group of options is somewhat advanced as for an ordinary user, however we
included them to provide a way of adjusting the STC algorithm without altering the
system’s code, just in case somebody feels like conducting some naughty
experiments.
The interpretation of these settings is as follows (refer to chapter 2.3.4, page 37 for
details on the STC algorithm):
1) Minimal base cluster score (Pol. minimalna ocena dla grupy bazowej)
The cut-off threshold for low-scoring base clusters. As we will show in
chapter 5.2.4 (page 86), this threshold has a big influence on the number of
created clusters.
2) Base clusters merge threshold (Pol. próg łączenia grup bazowych w klastry)
Together with the minimal base cluster score, the merge threshold is
responsible for the number of created final clusters (chapter 5.2.4, page 86).
3) Maximum number of phrase clusters promoted to merge phase (Pol.
maksymalna liczba klastrów bazowych)
Apart from the minimal cut-off score of a base cluster, we also introduced this
additional threshold to prevent the situation when too many base clusters are
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promoted to the merge phase of STC algorithm, possibly leading to confusing
descriptions of clusters.
4) Minimum number of documents in phrase cluster (Pol. Minimalna liczebność
klastra bazowego)
Yet another threshold to control the amount of base clusters promoted to the
merge phase.
5) Consider word irrelevant if in less documents than (Pol. uznaj term za
nieistotny, jeśli w mniejszej liczbie wyników niż)
In case when a word occurs in too few documents, it is tagged as if it were on
the stop-word list, for instance has no influence on the score of a phrase
cluster.
6) Consider word irrelevant if in more documents than (Pol. uznaj term za
nieistotny jeśli w większym procencie wyników niż)
If a word is present in more than a certain percent of all documents, it can also
be considered redundant to the clustering process. This often cuts off
structural vocabulary and common words, which otherwise would clutter
results.
Personalization is the last element of Carrot’s interface overview. In the following
chapter we will present sample results (both positive and negative), and discuss the results
of a small user study performed at the end of the project.
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Chapter 5

CARROT’S EVALUATION
In this chapter we will present the evaluation of Carrot and techniques, which we
employed in the system to allow clustering of Polish search results. We give two different
points of view on Carrot: first is our very subjective, personal opinion on good and bad
examples of clustering, which we observed during the development of the system. We
include several screens, to illustrate what we think works excellent and where some more
effort should be put to improve the clustering process. Second point of view includes the
results of a small-scale user study, which was carried out at the end of the project. Users
were asked to fill in a questionnaire and answer several questions using Carrot as a search
engine. The results are analyzed in the second part of this chapter.

5.1 EVALUATION DIFFICULTIES
Due to the omnipresent user-centered nature of Web mining, very often algorithms and
their results are not subject to simple classical testing and evaluation routines. It is difficult
to say which results are “good”, and which are “bad” in the context of applications
facilitating the Web search process. Perhaps the best appraisal of system’s performance is
when it is used and appreciated by the users for the results it gives. Nonetheless, some
more objective evaluations must also be made to allow comparison between different
techniques, not only assessment of their usefulness; these, however, are marked with
several drawbacks.
Methods of clustering
evaluation

We list the three most common in literature methods for evaluating the performance
of clustering algorithms along with difficulties in their application to Web mining.
a) Standard IR metrics
Most common IR metrics are precision and recall (refer to chapter 2.3.3, page 42 for
definition), mostly expressed in relation to each other as a chart. These two metrics
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have several drawbacks. First of all we must have a collection of documents to
perform the evaluation on. Standard ones, like TREC, Reuters-21578 or OHSUMED
contain documents only in English (which rules them out of our application), or are
very domain-specific (OHSUMED contains medical information only). Additionally,
these are document collections, whereas we would prefer snippets to work on. Oren
Zamir in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] created a new collection – WSR-SNIP, constructed
solely for the purpose of estimating STC algorithm’s precision and recall on
snippets, yet again - that collection is only in English and practically not available
after the Grouper project has been closed.
Assuming we have the test collection assembled, we must also know how many
documents relevant to each query it contains, in order to calculate algorithm’s recall.
The sad news is that human judgment whether the document is relevant or not to
the query often varies from person to person [Macskassy et al., 98].
b) Merge-then-cluster approach
A common technique in IR is to compare clustering results to some “known” cluster
structure, which can be generated by merging several distinct sets of documents to
one. Assuming the documents did not overlap, such synthetic data can be used as
an input to clustering algorithm and the results easily compared to the original
clusters.
The disadvantage of this method is such, that the choice of groups of documents
may significantly affect the results of clustering. If the source clusters are not related
in any way (e.g. they will contain different subsets of language’s vocabulary), it will
be certainly easier for the algorithm to make a clear distinction between them. In
case of “close” clusters, there is always a danger that their subjects will overlap,
skewing the analysis.
c) User studies, real-life performance analyses
User studies can be carried out either in a controlled environment, or by analysis of
system logs. Controlled evaluations usually rely on some sort of a questionnaire –
a set of questions and feedback fields for providing direct users’ opinion. System
logs analysis usually requires more time and effort, but is statistically more accurate
because of large number of participants.
These evaluation techniques should perhaps be the most reliable assessment of
algorithm’s usefulness. Alas, they also have some severe drawbacks.
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Firstly, the level of users’ experience greatly influences the time and accuracy of
results they achieve (and hence system’s evaluation of course). In case of
a controlled study, the number of participants should be statistically significant41,
which was hard to achieve in our experiment. Users should also be involved in the
process of evaluation and not simply “click-and-go”, like it sometimes is the case
when the process is carried out among students. Additionally, to perform quality
evaluation, they should have at least basic knowledge of how to use the system –
current Carrot logs indicate that 7 out of 9 users, which accessed the help page,
spent there an average of 45 seconds...
Even system logs do not fully answer the question of whether the algorithm is good
(or at least better than previous solutions). Many users will only “play” with the
system’s interface, click on various links without any particular goal in mind, or
interrupt the evaluation process to make a mug of aromatic latte42…
It seems there is no fully reliable technique of assessing algorithm’s quality. The time
assigned for this thesis was not long enough to employ more advanced comparison
models against other clustering algorithms, or long-term system log analysis, like it was
the case with the STC algorithm. A number of excellent comparative studies of STC are
available in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99], which include the assessment of clustering quality on
“standard” IR collections and a user behavior analysis based on Grouper’s log files. Alas,
the results of that evaluation cannot be transformed to the ground of clustering search
results in Polish.
We tried our best to show the strong and weak points of Carrot, additionally including
a small-scale user evaluation (see appendix D for the evaluation form template). We hope
that with future improvement and adjustment of Carrot, more reliable and statistically
reliable evaluation will be possible.

5.2 SAMPLE RESULTS
This chapter presents a number of sample results produced by Carrot with elements of
discussion, where applicable.

41

42

Usually more than 12-13 questionnaires are required for deriving conclusions from statistical
processing.
This thought actually made the author go and prepare one for himself.
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5.2.1 THE “CLINTON” EXAMPLE
Differences between
Carrot and Grouper
results

We compared Carrot’s response to query “Clinton” with that of Grouper’s, the results are
shown in figure 5.2.1-1. This example will serve us to discuss the reasons why results
between clustering engines may differ, even though the same algorithm is used.

Figure 5.2.1-1
The clusters for query
“clinton” from
Grouper (source:
[Zamir and Etzioni,
99]) and Carrot

Clusters for query “clinton” from Grouper (above), retrieved on May 4, 1999, and Carrot,
retrieved on June 27, 2001. One can see how dynamic clustering adopted clusters to the
political situation mirrored by documents on the Web.

First of all, figure 5.2.1-1 shows that the content of clusters is different. This is
certainly caused by the time distance between the queries to Grouper and Carrot. The Web
is dynamic – pages change and evolve - search engines, which reflect the state of the
Internet strive to be as accurate as possible and change the returned snippets and
document rankings. On May 4th, 1999, the Web was dominated with presidential election
and Mr Clinton’s love affairs, which was reflected in clusters found by Grouper. On June
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27th, 2001, Clinton is no longer the president of United States, his affairs ceased to be a “hot
topic” of Web portals and newsgroups, historical and biographical clusters have taken the
dominating role. Yet, we find it peculiar that no cluster in Grouper’s result contains the
phrase “Bill Clinton”, even though it occurs in two documents of the first cluster and must
have been a frequent phrase in 1999.
The second reason for differences between results of Grouper and Carrot was, we
think, subtler and lay in snippets on which the clustering process was performed. Grouper
utilized data from HuskySearch, a meta-searching engine. HuskySearch broadcasts the
query to many search engines and collects the results. It also returns “multiple snippets if the
document was returned by multiple sources” [Salberg, 99]. We speculate that snippets used by
Grouper must have been of higher quality than Google’s, because we found it impossible
to adjust STC thresholds to figures, which would produce similarly excellent phrases.
Perhaps it is not clearly reflected in figure 5.2.1-1, but it certainly is in the dynamic view
for that query, as shown in figure 5.2.1-2.
Figure 5.2.1-2
The dynamic view of
phrases for query
“clinton” from
Grouper (source:
[Zamir and Etzioni,
99]) and Carrot

Dynamic index of phrases for query “clinton” in Grouper (above) and Carrot. It is clear,
that Grouper’s data source must have been better than Carrot’s. Interesting, but “Kenneth
starr investigation” phrase does not appear once in 400 top documents retrieved from
Google.

In the next chapter we continue the discussion about pros and cons of using the dynamic
index.

5.2.2 DYNAMIC INDEX OF PHRASES
In spite of the example presented in chapter 5.2.1, we found the dynamic index a very
helpful tool, sometimes even better than the clustered view. The dynamic index allows fast
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scanning of query’s relationships to other subjects, which is useful in reformulating search
terms or acquiring overall knowledge of the subject (figure 5.2.2-1).
Figure 5.2.2-1
Dynamic index of
phrases for query
“sztuczne życie”

Dynamic index of phrases for query “sztuczne życie” (artificial life). Excellent phrases
found, like “sztuczna inteligencja” (artificial intelligence), “historia” (history), “algorytmy”
(algorithms), ewolucyjne (evolutionary) or “framsticks”, which is a program for developing
and visualization of artificial agents [Komosiński and Ulatowski, 99]43.

Figure 5.2.2-2
Pruning heuristics
very often leaves
single-term phrases

Strong single-term phrases left after the pruning heuristics has been applied (the top
picture), and the original list of all phrases below. Notice, that “artificial intelligence”
phrase has been destroyed by the heuristic.

In spite of obvious usefulness of the dynamic index, we have also found some
issues, which would require further analysis and work. The heuristics for pruning the
43

Framsticks’ Web page is available at (2001) http://www.frams.poznan.pl/
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index from duplicate sub- and super phrases, proposed in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99], very
often leaves only strong single-term ones, which are not at all informative – see an
example in figure 5.2.2-2. This is just the opposite of what STC was meant for and we think
some other methods should be proposed, like Oren Zamir in fact suggested in [Zamir and
Etzioni, 99].
Another interesting example, where the heuristic fails, is a query “easter seals”. Easter
seals are a non-profit organization devoted to providing care for people with disabilities.
Their credo states “creating solutions, changing lives”. In a dynamic index (figure 5.2.2-3),
we of course have this phrase, but almost all of its sub-phrases, which makes the index
a little cluttered.
Figure 5.2.2-3
Not pruned subphrases in the
dynamic index view

“Creating solutions, changing lives” is the “right” phrase, its sub-phrases should not
appear in the dynamic index.

5.2.3 CLUSTERS, THE GOOD AND THE BAD
As we could see in figure 5.2.1-1, Carrot is able to form consistent, self-explanatory
clusters. The question can be asked: when clusters are of high quality and when they do
not introduce anything to standard ranked list presentation? From our experiments it
seems that the view of clusters makes more sense in case of short queries, where the
spectrum of possible subjects returned in the result is large.
Figure 5.2.3-1
Precision of clusters
in relation to query
length

Query: "Clinton"

Query: "Bill Clinton"

1. Bill Clinton (91%)

1. president (100%), President Bill Clinton
(41%)

2. President (100%), President Clinton
(45%)

2. nd President present (66%),
DEMOCRAT PRESIDENT (52%)

3. William (75%), Jefferson (58%),
Arkansas (25%), President William
Jefferson Clinton (16%), William
Jefferson Blythe (16%)
4. Clinton County (92%)

3. History (52%), long (52%), readmore x
.gif bytes (21%), history of sexual
violence against women (21%)

5. aid (60%), Wylie Wong (26%), Clinton
aid leaves Oracle (26%), Staff Writer
CNET News.com (26%)
6. Hillary (76%), Hillary Rodham Clinton
(34%), Woman (26%), political (23%)

5. Monica Lewinsky (60%)

7. State (78%), president of the United
States (25%), Election (21%)

4. States (47%), President of the United
States (26%), January (26%), Address
(21%), Second President (17%)

6. unofficial Bill Clinton (32%), View
(24%), comments (24%), SIGNS (24%),
Star (20%)
7. joke (72%), Bill Clinton Jokes (40%),
DAY (40%)

Query: "President Bill Clinton"
1. following (95%), Follow Ups Post
Followup Aristotle Politics Soap Box
(64%), Follow Ups Re New President
Bill Clinton home page (28%)
2. Search News Photos President Bill
Clinton (16%), based (9%), open (9%),
Talk (9%), Air (8%)
3. visit (60%), President Bill Clinton Must
Resign Immediately (22%), Visit our
web site at Mountain Thunder (20%),
month (15%), India (12%)
4. States (77%), America (45%), United
States of America (22%)

5. Story (61%), AP (61%), Story Former
US President Bill Clinton (33%), left
(27%), Rights (27%)
6. George (40%), Vice President (40%),
elected (33%), al gore (33%)
7. Monica Lewinski (42%), reload (42%),
address (35%)

Top 7 clusters discovered for each of three queries, starting with most general (to the left)
and ending at the most specific one (right). The most informative clusters are discovered
for short queries, where the spectrum of subjects covered by the search result is wide.
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Let us demonstrate this effect on the “Bill Clinton” example again. In figure 5.2.3-1,
we present seven top-ranked clusters for three queries: starting with the least specific
“Clinton”, through “Bill Clinton” to the specific “President Bill Clinton”. One can notice,
that in the shortest query, all clusters are fairly distinct subjects, while in the most-specific
“President Bill Clinton” some clusters are unintuitive and messy. This is most probably
caused by the lack of “good” clusters and hence domination of structural constructs, which
we mentioned in chapter 4.2.2 on page 69.
Surprising results for
a query “Kazik”

“Kazik” is an excellent example of a query, where the separation of subjects was so
surprising that for the first couple of minutes after the results appeared on screen, the
author of this thesis tried to figure out if it had not been an error in the system’s code...
“Kazik” is a diminutive form of a Polish first name “Kazimierz”, and it is mainly
associated with a nickname of an alternative-rock singer, Kazimierz Staszewski. The
clusters, which were found for query “kazik” are depicted in figure 5.2.3-2.

Figure 5.2.3-2
Clusters found for
query “kazik”

Indeed, clusters 2, 4 and 5 are about Kazimierz Staszewski, but what about the other two?
The descriptions of those clusters are not very informative, and if somebody has ever seen
Kazik, it seems obvious that it would require an enormous amount of good will to
associate him with the word “baca”44…
The mystery was revealed when documents (snippets actually) inside the cluster
were examined. It turned out that the name “Kazik” is very often used in jokes and these
were so frequent in the query result, and so “close” in terms of vocabulary used, to form
one big cluster with the highest score.
44

Senior shepherd in the Tatra mountains, highlander
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Another observation, which we have made, is that collocations45 and names of things
almost always create consistent clusters. No wonder such elements form sharp groups,
because they, by nature, are expressed as phrases and any change of word order carries
the change in meaning, therefore is unlikely to occur (at least in English). Figure 5.2.33 illustrates this effect on the query “uczenie maszynowe” (machine learning), where majority
of discovered clusters relates to some branch of computer science.
Figure 5.2.3-3
Clusters for query
“uczenie maszynowe”

The domination of computer science branches in clusters discovered for “uczenie
maszynowe” (machine learning). Clusters are so sharp because names of things are usually
not subject to word-order manipulations (especially in English46), e.g. “sztuczna
inteligencja” means artificial intelligence, whereas “inteligencja sztuczna” is a fully correct
Polish sequence of words, yet means nothing.

In the following chapter, we will try to assess the influence of main STC thresholds
on the result of clustering.

5.2.4 INFLUENCE OF STC THRESHOLDS ON CLUSTERS
The influence of STC thresholds on the number (and quality) of clusters was unknown
except for a tiny remark in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99], where it was stated that the choice of
the merge threshold47 had had little influence on clustering results. We decided to

45

46

47

Collocation is a combination of words, which are commonly used together and cannot be replaced
with synonyms, e.g. ‘crying shame’ not ‘bawling shame’
Refer to chapter 3.1.3 on page 46 for discussion on the importance of word sequence in different
languages.
STC algorithm and its thresholds are explained in chapter 2.3.3 on page 36.
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empirically verify this statement by clustering a single query using many different values
of the two most important STC thresholds: minimal base cluster score, and merge
threshold. The experiment yield some very intriguing facts about the relations between
STC’s thresholds and their influence on the number of clusters discovered in the query
result, which we present in figure 5.2.4-1 on page 88.
First of all, clustering may indeed be insensitive to merge threshold. However, as
seen in figure 5.2.4-1, this is only the case when the minimal base cluster score is
sufficiently high. If base clusters with low score (structural phrases and common words,
usually) are allowed to form clusters, the influence of the merge threshold is huge.
Another observation may be that the sudden drop in the number of clusters occurs
for minimal base cluster threshold at the level of, more or less, two. This value is what
a single-word phrase, occurring in a small number of documents would be scored with - it
is obvious that the number of such phrases in the result set will be high. What is more
interesting is the remaining number of base clusters after cutting off those with score lower
than 2. In the figure 5.2.4-1a, charts represent queries, for which clustering yield very good,
self-explanatory clusters – the number of base clusters48 with score exceeding 2 is still high,
and diminishes gradually. On the contrary, for the figure 5.2.4-1b, we chose queries, which
clusters were not as good, or simply uninterpretable – the number of base clusters
decreases exponentially to reach a stable level of, more or less, 30 base clusters. We may
speculate, that by measuring the number of base clusters for several different values of
minimal base cluster score threshold, we could estimate the accurateness of the results.
The conclusion is that it is the base cluster cut-off score, which mostly influences the
number of generated clusters, not the merge threshold. Still, we do not know whether
there is any correlation between the number of merged clusters and their quality. We were
unable to examine this relation without a set of snippets for which we would know the
cluster structure (refer to merge-then-cluster approach to evaluation in chapter 5.1 on page
78).

48

In figure 5.2.4-1, the number of base clusters in implicitly shown as the level of clusters for merge
threshold equal to 1 (because for this value no base groups are in fact merged and all become
clusters).
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Number of clusters in relation to merge threshold
and minimal base cluster score threshold, query: "machine learning"
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Number of clusters in relation to merge threshold
and minimal base cluster score threshold, query: "kazik"
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Figure 5.2.4-1a
Influence of STC
thresholds on the
number of clusters
discovered

Merge threshold

Relation of minimal base cluster score and merge threshold to the number of clusters
discovered for queries “machine learning” and “kazik”. The base cluster threshold equal
to 0 indicates that all phrase clusters are promoted to merge phase. Increasing value of
merge threshold makes merging of base clusters less probable, therefore for merge
threshold equal to 1, all base clusters form their own clusters in the result (none are
merged).
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Figure 5.2.4-1b
Influence of STC
thresholds on the
number of clusters
discovered

Number of clusters in relation to merge threshold
and minimal base cluster score threshold, query: "clinton"
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Number of clusters in relation to merge threshold
and minimal base cluster score threshold, query: "szczecina"
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The same relation for queries “clinton” and “szczecina”, which formed clusters of lower
quality. One may observe a much steeper slope in the number of discovered clusters in
relation to minimal base cluster score. The merge threshold has almost no influence for
minimal base cluster score greater than 2.
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5.3 ONLINE EVALUATION
There were two reasons for public Carrot appearance on the Web. Firstly, we wanted to
gather statistical information and find out which type of results view (dynamic index or
clustered) is more useful. Secondly, we strived to acquire a feedback from the real users of
the Internet.
Carrot was available in the Internet between June 6 and June 28, 2001. During that
period of time, it served 1156 search queries, originating from 88 different Web hosts
(figure 5.3-1). Server logs also indicate about 380 “sessions”, where users tried to locate
interesting pages continuously for an extended period of time.
Figure 5.3-1
Number of pages
served by Carrot daily
in June, 2001
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The detailed number of accesses to Carrot’s sub pages is shown in figure 5.3-2. One
can see that, sadly, the help page was not in use.
Figure 5.3-2
Number of accesses to
Carrot’s sub pages
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The most frequent use of clustered view might have been caused by the simple fact, that it
was the default page after query’s submission. Yet, dynamic index (and phrase clusters)
were also frequently accessed, which may be a sign of user interest in exploring new types
of results presentation.
Carrot logs proved what was stated in [Bharat and Henzinger, 98], that typical
queries are short, ranging from 1 to 4 terms (figure 5.3-3). This is good, because as we
showed in the previous chapter, clustering works best for short, general queries, and bad
because it possibly indicates that users had a hard time refining the query.
Figure 5.3-3
Average query length
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We were also interested in which view was the most fruitful in terms of document
references, which were followed by Carrot users. To gain the statistical data presented in
figure 5.3-4, we implemented a simple redirection mechanism – all links to search result
documents pointed to Carrot’s internal page, and then automatically redirected user’s
browser to the actual document.
Figure 5.3-4
The views from which
redirections to search
result documents were
made

Percent of followed document links for each of Carrot's view of data
15%

13%

53%

Clustered view
19%

Inside-cluster references
Ranked list
Phrase view

Most documents were followed from phrase view – this may indicate, that dynamic
index was in use. 15% of users followed documents directly from the clustered view
(where only top 3 documents inside a cluster are shown!) - 13% investigated cluster
contents before doing so.
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The small ratio of documents followed from a ranked list view (19%) is perhaps
caused by our kind request to system evaluators to rather use clustered and dynamic view.
We simply wanted to gather as much statistical data, as possible and the ranked list view
did not introduce any novel elements and was included only for people’s convenience and
habits.
Evaluation form

Apart from gathering statistical data in system logs, we also made available an
evaluation form (see appendix D on page 123). The three first questions collect some
information about the evaluator’s experience with Web search engines:
a) Characterize your experience with searching the WWW.
b) Which types of searching services you use?
c) Which search services you use most frequently?49
We wanted to test Carrot with users, which had no previous contact with search engines.
Unfortunately, out of 11 users, 9 of them ranked their experience of using Web search
services as “good”, one as “expert” and only one as “fair”.
Following the three “personal” questions was the actual evaluation, which consisted
of a set of six questions (three in Polish, three in English). The user was asked to find the
answer to each question, mark the start and end-time spent on it, assess the confidence
level in the answer and the usefulness of each of Carrot’s views: clustered and dynamic
(see figure 5.3-5).

Figure 5.3-5
A fragment of Carrot
evaluation form

The questions asked were as follows:
a) Name as many artists as you can, which perform covers of Pink Floyd's song "Wish
you were here".
b) Name at least 3 organizations uniting or providing help for people touched by
Multiple Sclerosis.
c) What was the original release price of Microsoft stock papers?

49

See appendix D for detailed versions of these questions included in the questionnaire.
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d) Jakie były imiona "Czterech pancernych" i kto ich grał?
e) Jaki jest najwyższy szczyt Gór Orlickich i jaką ma wysokość?
f) Jakie są gatunki drzew chronionych w Polsce?
The choice of these particular questions was motivated by several factors. Firstly, some
questions had to be difficult – even experienced users had to put some effort into finding
an answer to them. As it turned out later, question c and a belonged to this category. Some
questions had to be fairly easy, so that users did not feel discouraged and could easily find
the answer. Some had to ask for specific things, like the height of a mountain (question e),
some had to include a number of possible answers, like question f, asking for legally
protected species of trees in Poland. Finally, queries for some questions had to be difficult
to formulate (or long), so that the use of clusters would indeed make sense (in other
words, the relevant documents would not appear on top of a ranked list).
The evaluation was submitted 14 times, 3 of which were empty. A total of 11
evaluations may not be significant in terms of statistical processing and we understand it,
however at the end of an academic semester, when people ware busy studying and taking
exams it was extremely hard to make them spend an hour on Carrot’s evaluation. In such
circumstances, we are glad to have even those 11 submitted ones. The results, which we
deduced from those evaluation forms, are given in the remaining part of this chapter.
Google was perhaps a good choice of a data source, because most of system
evaluators marked Google as their favorite search engine (figure 5.3-6). Top three engines
could be selected, which is why the number of evaluators does not sum to 11.
Figure 5.3-6
Answers to question
“select your favorite
search engine”
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Sample answers to each query are given in the appendix D on page 123. We will not
analyze whether users could actually find the answers to the questions - it is more
important how they tried to locate the information and if they felt confident of what they
had found out. We asked for the confidence level of the answer to each question - the
results are shown in figure 5.3-7.
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Evaluators' confidence in answers
Evaluators' confidence in answers (aggregated)

11
Number of evaluators

Figure 5.3-7
Evaluators’ confidence
in the answers they
found
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Question 5 (The highest peak in Orlickie Mountains) was definitely the easiest one,
and users felt confident in the answer they found. An example of a difficult question is
number 3 (What was the original release price of Microsoft stock papers) – only 3 users
actually found the answer. The remaining questions were, more or less, at the same level
of difficulty. Average times needed for each question are illustrated in the table below.
Figure 5.3-8
Average time needed
for each of evaluation
questions (in minutes)

Average time
Std deviation

Q1
00:12
0:06

Q2
00:06
0:03

Q3
00:15
0:12

Q4
00:04
0:02

Q5
00:03
0:02

Q6
00:06
0:02

Much lower average time and standard deviation for questions Q4-Q6 (which were in
Polish) may indicate that users felt more comfortable with searching for information in
their native language. However, in direct conversations, evaluators claimed that English
questions had been more difficult and involved browsing through more resources. An
interesting statistics is the amount of time, which evaluators spent on each question,
depicted in figure 5.3-9.
Figure 5.3-9
Percent of evaluator’s
time spent on each
question
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Question 3 was difficult and users were unable to find the answer in time. Question
1 was also tough (name artists which covered Pink Floyd’s “Wish you were here”), yet the
answer (even if incomplete) was found by most participants.
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One may see in figure 5.3-9 that indeed the evaluators spent more than 60% of their
time looking for questions in English.
Assessment of
clustered view
and dynamic
view

All evaluation questions were accompanied by the assessment of usefulness of both
dynamic index and clustered view of results. Five different notes were possible: excellent,
good, no opinion, confusing and nonsense. The results separately for each question and
aggregated are depicted in figures 5.3-10 and 5.3-11.

Figure 5.3-10
Results of clustered
view assessment for
each question and
aggregated
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Figure 5.3-11
Results of dynamic
view assessment for
each question and
aggregated
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Evaluators in most cases restrained from judging Carrot’s usefulness to the search process
by selecting “no opinion”50. We think it is common with new technologies that users are
a little distrustful. With minor popularity of Carrot’s help page, it seems obvious that users
went through the evaluation process learning how to employ new views of results, not
actually using them. It is, however, no excuse since a Web mining system should be easy
to use and self-explanatory at the first glance. Perhaps some changes in user interface and
of course improving accuracy of results may help users in finding clustering interfaces
useful.

50

In those evaluation forms, where the assessment of views’ relevance was not present, we assume
‘no-opinion’ option was selected.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS
Search result clustering and Web mining as a whole have very promising perspectives;
constantly improving information storage and exchange media allow us to record almost
anything, yet that information, once saved (and forgotten), is usually unrecoverable due to
the omnipresent chaos. A need for intelligent systems, which can help us in finding
information, or making out some order in it, is not anymore science fiction - it is a fact.
This thesis extends recent research on document and search result clustering with
the experience acquired on the first implementation of a clustering engine for Polish search
results. The system, which we have created – Carrot - is an implementation of STC
algorithm [Zamir and Etzioni, 99] with an extension of Polish quasi-stemmer and stopwords list (both of which are also outcomes of this thesis). Carrot also fully implements
online suffix tree construction, as opposed to its model system – Grouper [Zamir, 99].
The development of Carrot has led us to asking several questions regarding
differences between the results of our implementation of STC and that developed at
University of Washington. Namely, for the same queries as in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99]
Carrot creates a larger number of clusters, they are less informative and more cluttered
with structural phrases than it was the case with Grouper. This may be caused by two
main reasons. The first reason is the source Carrot works on – snippets returned by Google
may be shorter and hence may contain shorter phrases than those returned by
HuskySearch meta-search engine, which was used by Grouper. The second reason may lie
in the improper thresholds settings of the STC algorithm. We have found out that proper
adjustment of STC thresholds may not be a trivial task, and we demonstrated it by
showing a strong influence of the two most important STC thresholds – minimal base cluster
threshold and merge threshold over the number of created clusters.
We also claim that the usefulness of the heuristic approach of pruning phrases in the
dynamic index is low, showing that the algorithm very often leaves only single-word
phrases, which are not at all informative. Yet, we were not able to find any replacement for
this algorithm, and it definitely should be part of our future work.
In spite of the above problems, we also demonstrate, that the STC algorithm may be
applied successfully to a language of complex syntax and inflection rules, supporting our
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judgment with the results of a small-scale user evaluation on the clustering system, which
we have developed for the need of this thesis. During the experiment we noticed that
relevant, “high quality” phrases very often are a result of short queries and their quality
degrades with the size of the query51. We conclude, that this may be caused by the
lowering “spectrum” of subjects present in search results.
During the work on this thesis we have explored many linguistic resources and
contacted with experts in automatic analysis of the Polish language. Our own contribution
to linguistic problems was in collecting a fairly big corpus of texts in Polish, obtained
legally from Rzeczpospolita newspaper, and the quasi-stemming algorithm, which we
primarily thought to be a “replacement” for a more advanced algorithm, but which
showed to be performing really well in Carrot. We claim that an advanced stemming
algorithm for Polish may improve the quality of the results, but only when it is capable of
stemming names of objects and people.
Finally, we presented and gave a short technical overview of Carrot – the clustering
system written as a modular, open application, which constitutes an opportunity for other
scientists to continue the research since the full source code is published as part of this
thesis (see appendix F for the list of resources found on the CD being part of this thesis).
But perhaps the biggest success of this thesis is in the people, who contributed their
time and intellect. We were very pleased with the friendly attitude and help received from
individuals we had never known before. This joint effort makes this thesis really valuable.

6.1 SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS
Scientific contributions of this thesis include:
a) Application of STC to Polish
We have empirically shown, that application of STC to the Polish language is
possible and yields valuable results. We have illustrated it on examples and by
analysis of a small-scale user evaluation. To our best knowledge, it is the first work
on the subject of clustering Web search results in Polish and in languages other than
English in general.

51

The size of the query is inversely proportional to the search space size in case of Google, because
of the default “and” Boolean operator between keywords.
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We also compared our results to those published by Mr Oren Zamir in [Zamir and
Etzioni, 99] and found several unexplainable differences between the results
obtained Grouper and Carrot (sadly for us, in favor of the former one). This may be
the result of several factors: Grouper used higher quality snippets from a metasearch engine or the thresholds used in Grouper’s STC were not given precisely in
[Zamir and Etzioni, 99]. The numerical statistics obtained from Base1 collection and
used in tdidf word weighting function had a great influence on the quality of
Grouper’s clusters – we doubt if this is actually the case, but we cannot verify this
statement since we have no access to Base1.
b) Influence of STC thresholds on the number of clusters has been investigated
We have investigated the influence of two main STC parameters: minimal base cluster
score and merge threshold on the number of clusters discovered in the search result. It
appears that these two are highly correlated and, unlike it was stated in [Zamir and
Etzioni, 99], the merge threshold does have a crucial influence on the number of
clusters created in the STC’s merge phase (at least when the number of base clusters
is high).
c) A free clustering system has been published
We have designed, written, tested and evaluated a complex clustering system
marked with open, modular architecture. Carrot constitutes a starting point, or even
a reference for other researchers as its source code is released publicly with this
thesis.
Carrot, as opposed to Grouper, uses online suffix tree construction algorithm, as
proposed by Ukkonen. We point out several difficulties in application of that
algorithm in the STC algorithm, namely the need of incrementality and in-tree node
updates of STC as opposed to boundary-path traversing by Ukkonen’s algorithm.
We also suggest the use of sparse suffix trees, which could increase the efficiency and
memory consumption of STC’s intermediate data structures.
d) A valuable Polish corpus has been collected
We have collected and analyzed a large corpus of texts in Polish. Thanks to the
courtesy of Rzeczpospolita newspaper, it is one of the rare examples when such
material has been processed legally. As part of the analysis, we have created a list of
frequent Polish terms, which constituted a stop-word list in Carrot.
e) Quasi-stemmer for Polish has been written
We have designed and developed a quasi-stemmer for Polish, which although not
able to properly find the stem of a word, can compare two language terms and
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answer the question whether it is likely that they are inflection forms of a common
stem.
Additionally, this thesis gives a fairly comprehensive overview of the current state of Web
mining in the field of document clustering techniques. We believe the references and
concepts presented in the theoretical background chapter will be of interest to the Reader.

6.2 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
This thesis and the evaluation of Carrot show that phrase-based clustering can be
successfully implemented for query results in Polish. However, it does not exhaust all the
research directions, which can be followed in this field. In this chapter we present a list of
problems and envisioned Carrot’s features, which hopefully become a starting point for
other studies.
a) Improvements of Suffix Tree Clustering algorithm
Despite what is said in [Zamir and Etzioni, 99], STC’s thresholds do have a significant
role in forming clusters. We have found out that some of the numerical values given
by Oren Zamir were not applicable in our experiments. In particular, too many
clusters were produced and often a proliferation of garbage phrase clusters was
noticeable. We have examined the influence of STC thresholds on the number of
clusters, while it would be of interest to perform a similar experiment, measuring
the quality of formed clusters. This can be done either by means of merge-then-cluster
approach, or by extensive user evaluation and could greatly help in determining
which ranges of STC thresholds should be used for which types of queries (short as
opposed to long ones for instance).
Some work should also be done on improving the dynamic index heuristics, whose
behavior was not satisfactory – it tended to remove longer, quality phrases, leaving
only short strong words of low informative value.
Technical issues concerning implementation of STC on sparse suffix trees would be
interesting as this solution would decrease the memory consumption and preserve
the linear speed of processing.
An experimental implementation of STC on frequent multiword sets definitely
requires some work because, as we have shown, this may solve the problem of loose
syntax (lack of strictly ordered phrases in a language).
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b) Hierarchical STC
A more advanced merging algorithm could be deployed on base clusters found by
STC. Such algorithm would ideally create not only groups, but also a hierarchical
structure inside each cluster, so that results could be “drilled”, not only sliced as it is
the case now.
c) Polish characters – encoding mistakes
Many search engines handle (or used to) Polish character encodings incorrectly.
This usually applies to

ISO8859-2

and

WINDOWS-1250

(Cp1250) encodings. For

instance Google’s spider used to have this error, so now some of the returned links
may include question marks in place of Polish national characters: “?ywo” instead of
żywo. Moreover, the results obtained from Google sometimes contain references in
both

ISO-8859-2

and

WINDOWS-1250.

Carrot’s Google wrapper optionally performs

a conversion from either of these formats to Unicode (UnifiedPolishInputReader class
does that), yet it is not able to convert “question-marked” words back to original
form.
d) Better Polish stemming algorithm
Thanks to the courtesy of Mr Saloni, we were given an electronic version of Jan
Tokarski’s dictionary of Polish suffixes. This may be used to build a much better and
more reliable version of a Polish stemmer. We also contacted with a domain expert –
Mr Vetulani, who promised some co-operation in the field, which might bear fruit in
the future use of an advanced Polish stemmer in Carrot.
e) Carrot design improvements
Carrot could benefit from some architectural adjustments and improvements: a clear
design of plug-ins and their runtime loading/ configuration would be of great use,
pipelining of processing would improve efficiency and memory usage, current
implementation of configuration management is quick and dirty, query language
detection would make the choice of runtime configuration unnecessary, some
functions can be implemented using faster algorithms (choice of N highest scoring
clusters for instance). Obviously a number of data source wrappers could also be
written.
f) Use of synonyms
As we mentioned in chapter 3.1.6 (page 49), use of synonyms in the first phase of
STC would be an interesting experiment and could yield some interesting results.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Glossary of Information Retrieval terms collected by Scott A. Weiss, used by kind permission.
Online version: http://www.cs.jhu.edu/~weiss/glossary.html

BOOLEAN QUERY
A query that is a Boolean combination of terms. Some examples are INFORMATION AND
RETRIEVAL, VISION OR SIGHT, and CLINTON AND (NOT GORE).
CLASSIFICATION
The process of deciding the appropriate category for a given document. Examples are deciding
what newsgroup an article belongs in, what folder an email message should be directed to, or
what is the general topic of an essay.
CLUSTER
A grouping of representations of similar documents. In a vector space model, one can perform
retrieval by comparing a query vector with the centroids of clusters. One can continue search in
those clusters that are in this way most promising.
COLLABORATIVE FILTERING
The process of filtering documents by determining what documents other users with similar
interests and/or needs found relevant. Also called "social filtering".
COLLECTION
A group of documents that a user wishes to get information from. See also test collection.
CONTENT-BASED FILTERING
The process of filtering by extracting features from the text of documents to determine the
documents' relevance. Also called "cognitive filtering".
DOCUMENT
A piece of information the user may want to retrieve. This could be a text file, a WWW page,
a newsgroup posting, a picture, or a sentence from a book.
INDEXING
The process of converting a collection into a form suitable for easy search and retrieval.
INFORMATION EXTRACTION
A related area that attempts to identify semantic structure and other specific types of
information from unrestricted text.
INFORMATION FILTERING
Given a large amount of data, return the data that the user wants to see. This is the standard
problem in IR.
INFORMATION NEED
What the user really wants to know. A query is an approximation to the information need.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
The study of systems for indexing, searching, and recalling data, particularly text or other
unstructured forms.
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INVERSE DOCUMENT FREQUENCY
Abbreviated as IDF, this is a measure of how often a particular term appears across all of the
documents in a collection. It is usually defined as log(collection size/number of documents
containing the term). So common words will have low IDF and words unique to a document
will have high IDF. This is typically used for weighting the parameters of a model.
INVERTED FILE
A representation for a collection that is essentially an index. For each word or term that appears
in the collection, an inverted file lists each document where it appears. This representation is
especially useful for performing Boolean queries.
PRECISION
A standard measure of IR performance, precision is defined as the number of relevant
documents retrieved divided by the total number of documents retrieved. For example,
suppose there are 80 documents relevant to widgets in the collection. System X returns 60
documents, 40 of which are about widgets. Then X's precision is 40/60 = 67%. In an ideal world,
precision is 100%. Since this is easy to achieve (by returning just one document), a system
attempts to maximize both precision and recall simultaneously.
PRECOORDINATION OF TERMS
The process of using compound terms to describe a document. For example, this page may be
indexed under the term "information retrieval glossary".
POSTCOORDINATION OF TERMS
The process of using single terms to describe a document which are then combined (or
coordinated) based on a given query. For example, this page may be indexed under the words
INFORMATION, RETRIEVAL, and GLOSSARY. We'd then have to combine these terms based
on a query like "INFORMATION and RETRIEVAL".
PROBABILISTIC MODEL
Any model that considers the probability that a term or concept appears in a document, or that
a document satisfies the information need. A Bayesian inference net is a good framework for
this style of model. The INQUERY system is the most successful example.
QUERY
A string of words that characterizes the information that the user seeks. Note that this does not
have to be an English language question.
QUERY EXPANSION
Any process which builds a new query from an old one. It could be created by adding terms
from other documents, as in relevance feedback, or by adding synonyms of terms in the query
(as found in a thesaurus).
RECALL
A standard measure of IR performance, recall is defined as the number of relevant documents
retrieved divided by the total number of relevant documents in the collection. For example,
suppose there are 80 documents relevant to widgets in the collection. System X returns 60
documents, 40 of which are about widgets. Then X's recall is 40/80 = 50%. In an ideal world,
recall is 100%. However, since this is trivial to achieve (by retrieving all of the documents),
a system attempts to maximize both recall and precision simultaneously.
RELEVANCE
An abstract measure of how well a document satisfies the user's information need. Ideally, your
system should retrieve all of the relevant documents for you. Unfortunately, this is a subjective
notion and difficult to quantify.
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RELEVANCE FEEDBACK
A process of refining the results of a retrieval using a given query. The user indicates which
documents from those returned are most relevant to his query. The system typically tries to find
terms common to that subset, and adds them to the old query. It then returns more documents
using the revised query. This can be repeated as often as desired. Also called "find similar
documents" or "query by example".
ROBOT
See spider.
ROUTING
Similar to information filtering, the problem of retrieving wanted data from a continuous
stream of incoming information (i.e. long-term filtering).
SIGIR
The ACM's special interest group on Information Retrieval. They publish SIGIR Forum and
have an annual conference. For more information, check their home page.
SIMILARITY
The measure of how alike two documents are, or how alike a document and a query are. In
a vector space model, this is usually interpreted as how close their corresponding vector
representations are to each other. A popular method is to compute the cosine of the angle
between the vectors.
SPIDER
Also called a robot, a program that scans the web looking for URLs. It is started at a particular
web page, and then access all the links from it. In this manner, it traverses the graph formed by
the WWW. It can record information about those servers for the creation of an index or search
facility. Most search engines are created using spiders. The problem with them is, if not written
properly, they can make a large number of hits on a server in a short space of time, causing the
system's performance to decay. For more information, look here.
STEMMING
The process of removing prefixes and suffixes from words in a document or query in the
formation of terms in the system's internal model. This is done to group words that have the
same conceptual meaning, such as WALK, WALKED, WALKER, and WALKING. Hence the
user doesn't have to be so specific in a query. The Porter stemmer is a well-known algorithm for
this task. You can download some source code for this algorithm here. (Unfortunately, I don't
remember where I downloaded it from originally.) Be careful: stemming the word PORTER in
PORTER STEMMER to PORT would allow hits with documents about boats or wine.
STOPWORD
A word such as a preposition or article that has little semantic content. It also refers to words
that have a high frequency across a collection. Since stopwords appear in many documents, and
are thus not helpful for retrieval, these terms are usually removed from the internal model of
a document or query.
Some systems have a predetermined list of stopwords. However, stopwords could depend on
context. The word COMPUTER would probably be a stopword in a collection of computer
science journal articles, but not in a collection of articles from Consumer Reports.
TERM
A single word or concept that occurs in a model for a document or query. It can also refer to
words in the original text.
TERM FREQUENCY
Abbreviated as TF, the number of times a particular term occurs in a given document or query.
This count is used in weighting the parameters of a model.
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TEST COLLECTION
A collection specifically created for evaluating experimental IR systems. It usually comes with
a set of queries, and a labeling (decided by human experts) that decides which documents are
relevant to each query. TIPSTER is one of the most prevalent test collections currently. Another
useful collection for classification is the Reuters text categorization test collection. Here there are
no queries, but the documents are news articles labeled with a variety of topic designations.
TREC
Text REtrieval Conference. This group gives IR researchers a common test collection and
a common evaluation system. Hence, systems can be compared and contrasted on the same
data. You can visit the conference's home page for information about the conference and on-line
versions of the proceedings.
VECTOR SPACE MODEL
A representation of documents and queries where they are converted into vectors. The features
of these vectors are usually words in the document or query, after stemming and removing
stopwords. The vectors are weighted to give emphasis to terms that exemplify meaning, and
are useful in retrieval. In a retrieval, the query vector is compared to each document vector.
Those that are closest to the query are considered to be similar, and are returned. SMART is the
most famous example of a system that uses a vector space model.
WEIGHTING
Usually referring to terms, the process of giving emphasis to the parameters for more important
terms. In a vector space model, this is applied to the features of each vector. A popular
weighting scheme is TF*IDF. Other possible schemes are Boolean (1 if the term appears, 0 if
not), or by term frequency alone. In a vector model, the weights are sometimes normalized to
sum to 1, or by dividing by the square root of the sum of their squares.
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APPENDICES

A. GOOGLE WRAPPER
Google grammar was written in form of input directives for JLex and JCup – parser
generators for Java, which are very similar to their Unix counterparts: Lex and Yacc (or
Bison). The JCup grammar file and JLex tokenizer for Google results page52, is shown
below. The grammar has been stripped from Java code where not important.
JCup grammar

/* Value-less terminals */
terminal

NORESULTS, RESULTS;

/*

Type

terminal
terminal

DocReference
long[]

/*

Type

nonterminal
nonterminal
nonterminal

ResultSet
List
ResultSet

| Terminal name */
DOCREFERENCE;
RESULTSET;
| Non-terminal name */
GooglePage;
DocReferencesList;
PageAnalysis;

/* Google page grammar */
GooglePage

::= NORESULTS
| RESULTSET PageAnalysis
|
PageAnalysis
;

PageAnalysis ::= RESULTS DocReferencesList
| RESULTS {: parser.stopParsing("Google page syntax error: "
+ "results suggested and none found."); :}
|
{: parser.stopParsing("Google page of unknown "
+ "structure. Results not interpreted."); :}
;
DocReferencesList ::= DocReferencesList DOCREFERENCE
|
DOCREFERENCE
;

52

Valid on June, 2001.
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JLex tokenizer, also
builds document
references

%%
%cup
%unicode
%public
%line
%state RESULTS, REFERENCE, NORESULTS, URL, SNIPPET, TITLE
isochars=a-zA-Z\u0119\u00f3\u0142\u015b\u0105\u017c\u017a\u0107\u0144\u0118\
\u00d3\u0141\u015a\u0104\u017b\u0179\u0106\u0143
badlyEncodedCp1250chars=\u009c\u0161\u009f\u008c\u013d\u008f
plchars={isochars}{badlyEncodedCp1250chars}
anything=(.|[\n\r\ \t])
rowStart=^[<][pP][>][<]A[\ ]HREF=
pdfRowStart=^[<][pP][>][<]font[^<]*[<][^<]*[<][^<]*[<][^<]*[<][^<]*[<][^<]*[<]A[\ ]HREF=
ignoreEntities=(&(quot|nbsp|lt|gt|copy|le|ge|amp);)
htmlTag=[<][^>]*[>]
%eofval{
return (new Symbol(sym.EOF));
%eofval}
%%
<YYINITIAL>"No pages were found" { yybegin( NORESULTS );
return( new Symbol( sym.NORESULTS ) );
}
<NORESULTS>{anything}
{}
<YYINITIAL>"seconds"

{ yybegin( RESULTS );
return( new Symbol( sym.RESULTS ) ); }

<YYINITIAL>Results[^\.]*

{ return( new Symbol( sym.RESULTSET, resultSet ));
}

<YYINITIAL>{anything}

{ }

<RESULTS>{rowStart}
<RESULTS>{pdfRowStart}
<RESULTS>{anything}

{ yybegin( URL ); }
{ yybegin( URL ); }
{ }

<URL>[>]
<URL>[^>]+

{ yybegin( TITLE ); }
{ urlBuffer.append( yytext() ); }

<TITLE>[<]/A[>]
<TITLE>{htmlTag}
<TITLE>{ignoreEntities}
<TITLE>{anything}
<TITLE>{rowStart}

{
{
{
{
{

yybegin( SNIPPET ); }
}
}
titleBuffer.append(yytext()); }
yybegin( URL ); resetBufferData(); }

<SNIPPET>^[<]br[>]
{ yybegin( RESULTS ); }
<SNIPPET>[<]br[>][<]font\ color=green[>] { yybegin( RESULTS ); }
<SNIPPET>[<]font\ color=green[>]
{ yybegin( RESULTS ); }
<SNIPPET>Similar\ pages
{ yybegin( RESULTS ); }
<SNIPPET>{rowStart}

{ yybegin( URL ); }

<SNIPPET>{ignoreEntities}
{ }
<SNIPPET>{htmlTag}
{ }
<SNIPPET>([{plchars}]|([.?][{plchars}]))+ { }
<SNIPPET>([.][\ \t\n\r])|([?!])+|([.][.][.]) { }
<SNIPPET>{anything}
{ }
{anything}

{ throw new RuntimeException("Unexpected input in lexer: "+yytext()); }
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B. LIST OF STOP-WORDS USED IN CARROT
List of Polish and English stop-words used in Carrot is given below. These list are of
course subject to change when new words are added.
Polish stop-words

English stop-words

a
aby
albo
ale
ani
aż
b
bardzo
bez
bo
bowiem
by
byli
bym
był
była
było
były
być
a
about
above
across
after
afterwards
again
against
all
almost
alone
along
already
also
although
always
am
among
amongst
amoungst
amount
an
and
another
any
anyhow
anyone
anything
anyway
anywhere
are
around
as
at
away
back

będzie
będą
chce
choć
co
coraz
czy
czyli
często
d
dla
do
dwie
dwóch
e
g
gdy
gdyby
gdyż

gdzie
http
i
ich
im
inne
iż
ja
jak
jakie
jako
java
je
jeden
jednak
jednym
jedynie
jego
jej

jest
jeszcze
jeśli
jeżeli
już
ją
k
kiedy
kilku
kto
która
które
którego
której
który
których
którym
którzy
l

be
each
had
became eg
has
because eight
have
become either
he
becomes eleven
hence
becoming else
her
been
elsewhere here
before
empty
hereafter
hereby
beforehandenough
behind
etc
herein
being
even
hereupon
below
ever
hers
beside
every
herself
besides
everyone him
between everything himself
beyond
everywherehis
both
except
how
bottom
few
however
but
fifteen
hundred
by
fill
i
call
find
ie
can
first
if
cannot
five
in
cant
for
inc
co
former
indeed
con
formerly interest
could
forty
into
couldn
found
is
cry
four
it
describe from
its
detail
front
itself
do
full
keep
done
further
last
down
get
latter
due
give
latterly
during
go
least

lat
lecz
lub
m
ma
mają
mamy
miał
mimo
mln
mogą
może
można
mu
musi
na
nad
nam
nas

nawet
nich
nie
niej
nim
niż
nowe
np
nr
o
od
ok
on
one
oraz
p
pl
po
pod

less
off
ltd
often
made
on
many
once
may
one
me
only
meanwhile onto
might
or
mill
other
mine
others
more
otherwise
moreover our
most
ours
mostly
ourselves
move
out
much
over
must
own
my
part
myself
per
name
perhaps
namely
please
neither
put
never
rather
neverthelesre
next
s
nine
same
no
see
nobody
seem
none
seemed
noone
seeming
nor
seems
not
serious
nothing
several
now
she
nowhere should
of
show

ponad
ponieważ
poza
proc
przed
przede
przez
przy
r
raz
razie
roku
rz
również
s
się
sobie
strona
swoje

są
t
ta
tak
takich
takie
także
tam
te
tego
tej
temu
ten
też
to
trzy
tu
tych
tylko

tym
tys
tzw
tę
u
w
we
wie
więc
wśród
z
za
zaś
ze
zł
że
żeby

side
thin
where
since
third
whereafter
sincere
this
whereas
six
those
whereby
sixty
though
wherein
so
three
whereupon
some
through
wherever
somehow throughout whether
someone thru
which
something thus
while
sometime to
whither
sometimes together who
whoever
somewheretoo
still
top
whole
such
toward
whom
system
towards
whose
take
twelve
why
ten
twenty
will
th
two
with
than
un
within
that
under
without
the
until
would
their
up
yet
them
upon
you
your
themselvesus
then
very
yours
thence
via
yourself
there
was
yourselves
thereafter we
thereby
well
therefore were
therein
what
thereupon whatever
these
when
they
whence
thick
whenever
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C. SUFFIX TREE CONSTRUCTION
EXAMPLE
In this appendix we will present step-by-step creation of a suffix tree for the word
“mississippi” according to Ukkonen’s online algorithm [Ukkonen, 95], which was outlined
in chapter 2.2.1 on page 23. This example is not meant for analysis without a previous
attempt of understanding the algorithm having been made, however, it is very helpful in
clarifying doubts, which certainly arise when building the tree for the first time.
SuffixTreeViewer

The content of this chapter was generated automatically using a nifty tool, which we
needed to understand how generalized suffix trees work. This tool is a command-line Java
program, which can be found in Carrot’s distribution in class shell.SuffixTreeViewer.
Usage is pretty simple – just type “java
[...]”

shell.SuffixTreeViewer wordA wordB wordC

, program’s window should appear in seconds. An extra feature of the program is
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that all intermediate steps taken in tree’s construction are dumped to current directory as
JPG files with names of the form “gst##.jpg”, where “##” is a sequential number, starting
from 10 (for easier sorting).
Figure C-1
SuffixTreeViewer tool
in action

Generalized Suffix Tree for three terms: “abc$”, “aa#” and “bc%”. Graphical display
(upper right corner), dynamic tree-view (upper left) and some additional information in
the text console (bottom part of the screen).
53

Carrot’s packages must be added to CLASSPATH
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Suffix tree
construction example

Before we start building the tree, we need to make sure the word’s last element is
unique (otherwise some suffixes will not end in the leaf nodes). The last character in
“mississippi” is “i” and occurs four times in this word. We will add an extra EOS (end-ofstring) character “$”, and build the tree for the sequence “mississippi$”.
In each step54, we present current structure of the tree, active suffix (with
information if its origin node is explicit or implicit) and the operation, which has taken
place (“split” or “add” updates). Current suffix is marked in the graphical presentation of
the tree with a hollow rectangle inside the node, while its origin node (if different) is with
a hollow circle. The currently inserted prefix is also visible in left upper corner of each
state.
step 1, ADD

step 2, ADD

step 4, IMPLICIT (active suffix in implicit node)

step 5, SPLIT

step 6, IMPLICIT

step 7, IMPLICIT

54

step 3, ADD

We demonstrate only these steps, which somehow altered the tree and for this reason the
sequential number of SuffixTreeViewer’s state dump may “skip” one or two values.
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step 8, IMPLICIT

step 9-1, SPLIT (notice the suffix pointer from “s” node to
root)

step 9-2, SPLIT

step 9-3, SPLIT

step 9-4, SPLIT
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step 9-5, ADD

step 10, IMPLICIT

step 11, SPLIT (again, notice how the origin node of active suffix moved to “i” and suffix pointer goes to root
node)
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step 12-1, ADD (this step would not take place if we finished on the last “i” in “mississippi”, notice that in
such case indeed the suffix “i” would not end in leaf node and the tree would not be complete)

step 12-2, ADD

The above example is lengthy, yet it is the only full example of suffix tree
construction, which to our best knowledge can be found in literature, and we think it will
be of help in understanding online suffix tree construction.
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D. EVALUATION FORM TEMPLATE
This appendix presents the online evaluation questionnaire, as it was made available to
Carrot users in June 2001. A user willing to evaluate Carrot had to read the evaluation
information first (figure D-1) and a brief system help (figure D-1), before accessing the
actual evaluation form. We apologize for the low quality of screenshots, but it would be
difficult to present the evaluation form in any other form.
Figure D-1
The introductory
information before the
evaluation process
begins
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Figure D-2
A brief introduction to
Carrot’s functionality

(continued on the following page)
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Figure D-2
(continued)

The actual questionnaire is presented in figure D-3 (the figure spawns through several
pages).
Figure D-3
Carrot evaluation
form (personal
information section)
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Figure D-3
Carrot evaluation
form (continued,
English questions
section)
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Figure D-3
Carrot evaluation
form (continued,
Polish questions
section)

Answers to
evaluation
questions

The correct answers to evaluation form’s questions are given below (three possible
options are given for “general” queries).
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1) Name as many artists as you can, which have covered Pink Floyd's song "Wish
you were here”.
Possible answers include: Sparklehorse featuring Radiohead’s Thom Yorke, Wyclef
Jean, Mediana.
2) Name at least 3 organizations uniting or providing help for people touched by
Multiple Sclerosis.
There are numerous: National Multiple Sclerosis Society of USA, National Multiple
Sclerosis Society of Australia, International Multiple Sclerosis Support Foundation,
etc.
3) What was the original release price of Microsoft stock papers?
It was 21 dollars per stock (yes, we all wish we could predict what was going to
happen…).
4) Jakie były imiona "Czterech pancernych" i kto ich grał?
Gustlik Jeleń (starred by Franciszek Pieczka), Janek Kos (Janusz Gajos), Olgierd
Jarosz (Roman Wilhelmi), Grigorij Saakaszwili (Włodzimierz Press), Szarik (Szarik).
5) Jaki jest najwyższy szczyt Gór Orlickich i jaką ma wysokość?
The highest peak of Orlickie Mountains is Velka Destna (1115m), however we also
accepted the answer Orlica (1084m), which is the highest peak on the Polish side of
the border.
6) Jakie są gatunki drzew chronionych w Polsce?
Brzoza ojcowska, cis pospolity, jarząb brekinia, jarząb szwedzki, limba.
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E. CARROT'S ONLINE HELP
Carrot’s online help was written in Polish and the translation is still pending at the time of
writing this thesis. Nevertheless, we include it in this thesis for reference55.
Figure E-1
Carrot’s online help
(in Polish)

55

Please note, that the help had been written before some minor adjustments were introduced to
Carrot’s interface - some inaccuracies compared to the most recent version may exist.
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Figure E-1
(continued)
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Figure E-1
(continued)
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Figure E-1
(continued)
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F. LIST OF PROJECT’S CD CONTENTS
The CD contains the source code of Carrot, the demo version of the system, almost all of
the references used in the thesis and some additional resources. Please read the “readme”
files in those folders, where they are present for further information.

/Carrot/CVS Repository
The FULL CVS repository contains (almost) all project files in all previous versions.
/Carrot/Latest development
The latest development directory snapshot used for building Carrot. Please see the
readme file - some conditions must be met for this to work.
/Carrot/Offline demo
An offline version of Carrot, which may be run on a local machine (without networking
capabilities).
/Power Point presentations
Master thesis presentations, which were given on Software Engineering seminars.
/References
All papers, which the thesis refers to (almost all of them - no books etc).
/Resources/English text corpus
This folder contains only analyses of Base1 archive by Andy McFarlane.
/Resources/Polish text corpus
The Rzeczpospolita Polish text corpus. The articles are password-protected, please read
the readme file.
/Thesis
The electronic version of my master thesis in PDF and PS formats.
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